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Report
JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
FRIDAY, JULY 30, 1976
Carter met with Jerry Rafshoon and Jody Powell in Plains to discuss campaign
strategy.

AP 7/30

- Jerry Rafshoon said the advertising budget would be $8.5 million to $10 million.
About $6.5 million would go to television advertising. 11 We're going to position Jimmy as a competent administrator, show him on television with approaches to issues, 11 Rafshoon added.
Mondale and his wife attended a party in Afton, Minnesota.

AP 7/30
UPI 7/31

SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1976
- Carter relaxed with his family in Plains.
- Four more briefings, similar to last weeks, are planned by Carter between
now and Labor Day. The topics will include government reorganization, tax
reform, international economics, and social programs.

AP 7/31

- Mondale addressed the South Dakota State Democratic Convention in Pierre,
South Dakota.
- Monda1e told the audience at the South Dakota State Democratic Convention;
" I dont want to break your hearts with this, but Mr: Butz will not be the
Four times
Secretary of Agriculture " in a Carter-Mondale Administration.
in the last three years this ' free market ' Administration, so-called, has
embargoed farm exports, seriously undercutting the position of America~
agri cu 1ture in the wor 1d trade. Monda 1e added that, we wi 11 make food,
not guns, the major focus of American foreign policy. " A Carter-Mondale
administration would also try to modify estate tax laws so farmers can
pass on their farms to thier heirs, nothing is more sacred in American life.

NYT 8/1

11

11

11

11

11
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- Mondale later stated, regarding the Republicans, that most of the problems
that we have in America today are because they haven't told the truth and
haven't obeyed the law. n A Carter-Mondale administration would be committed to telling the truth and obeying the law ... Watergate should not be
kept out of the campaign. The issue of legality, integrity and openness in
government may be one of the most important of al] issues.
11

11

11

- The latest Gallup poll, c~mpleted last Monday, shows Carter leading Ford~2%
to 29% and Reagan 64% to 27%.

NYT 8/l
WP 8/l

WP 8/l

SUNDAY, AUGUST 1, 1976
- Carter attended services in Plains with his family.

He later played softball.

- The London Observer reports that Europe would prefer to have Carter in the
White House than Ford.

LAT 8/l

LAT 8/l

...
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
MONDAY, AUGUST 2, 1976

-

Carter met with top staff aides in Plains.

AP 8/2

- Carter will speak in Manchester, New Hampshire,
Tuesday, on " government policy
and the strength of the American fami 1y. 11 He wi 11 then fly to Washington and
return to Plains on Wednesday.
- Carter will begin a lenqhty speaking tour
in California and the Pacific Northwest.

aroun~

AP 8/2

September-,; he will campaign
LAT 8/3

- Jody Powell. stated .Yesterday, regarding campai~n strategy: " I think it is·
our feeling we would be better off with about'eight good weeks of well-planned,
well-integrated campaigning than racing off in 40 different directions the week
after the convention was over ..• Governor Carter is somewhat
anxious to get
back on the road and get out where the people are. 11 Hamilton Jordan added,
11
We are taking a very conservative approach to our budget. That is the way
Governor Carter operated as governor ••. It will be as vigorous a campaign as
the primary campaign was.
BALT. SUN 8/3
11

Carter spent $8.9 million during his primary campaign, according to a report
filed with the Federal Election Commission. The operating budget of his presidentional campaign will be $19.2 million. The advertising budget has been cut
to between $7 million and $8 million, $2 million will be held in reserve for
emergencies, and an additional $3 million from the Democratic National Committee is hoped for.
- 'Carter, in an interview with ABC News, was asked what
role his faith would
take in the White House, if elected. Carter said, 11 moral standards are primarily personal in nature. One of the teachings of Christ, which I believe,_
is that we should not judge other people ..• All of us are sinners, none of us
are better than others. "
- Carter selected a former campaign aide to Senators Robert and Edward Kennedy
to direct his Presidential campaign in New York. Mr. Doherty is a Boston
lawyer and a former Democratic State Chairman in Massachusetts.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 First Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.

AP 8/2

ABC 8/2

NYT 8/3
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Report
JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 1976
- Carter spoke in Manchester, New Hampshire.
since his nomination.

It was Carter's first speech
NYT 8/4

- Carter attended two fund-raising events in Manchester, Tuesday afternoon
for local Democratic candidates and the New Hampshire state party treasury.
- Carter met with Gloria Schaffer, the Connecticut Secretary of State, who
is the Democratic Senatorial nominee.

NYT 8/4

NYT 8/4

- Carter flew to Washington, where he will spend Wednesday. He will
meet with his national campaign steering committee, ·hold press conferences
and attend a dinner hosted by the House Democratic Study Group.
- Carter will return to Georgia Wednesday· evening.

WP 8/4
WP 8/4

- Carter stated in New Hampshire: " I believe we can~restorq what was lost.
I believe we can bind our people back together. I believe we can restore
human values~ respect for one another, intimacy, love, respect for the law,
patriotism, good education, strong churches, a good relationship among
our people and our government. I pledge to you that every statement I
make, every decision I make, will give our families a decent chance to be
strong again.
Carter added, u Because of confusion or insensitivity, our
government's policies have often actually weakened our families, or
destroyed them.
11

11

AP 8/4
NYT 8/4

- Regarding Ford, Carter said, We've seen an almost unbelievable spectacle
in Washington- the President of the U.S. deeply concerned about an ex-movie
actor, traveling all over the nation to get a handful of delegates here, a
handful of delegates there, which is O.K.
Carter accused the President
of .. neglecting the basic responsibility of leadership ... lack of leadership
is the biggest single handicap the Republican Party will face this year.
11

11

11

NYT 8/4
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- The u Nixon-Ford administration, Carter stated, qoverns by " vetoes
and not vision ... scandal and not stability ... rhetoric and not reason •..
'WIN ' buttons and empty promises instead of progress and prosperity.
11

11

WP 8/4

- Carter added that, Under Nixon-Ford-Kissinger we have had too much of a
secret, lone ranger type of foreign policy. Next year we are going to
change that ... Like Harry Truman, I'm going to run against the terrible
record of Republican administration in the Nixon-Ford administration.
11

11

Carter said the Republicans will make an 11 almost unprecedented vicious
personal attack on me, on Senator Mondale and other Democrats.
The
Republican Party was " going to be desperate and in desperation they will
turn to personal attacks--mark my words.

AP 8/3
BAL T. SUN 8/3

11

11

NYT 8/4

-"The Republicans have already begun to send out their collections of
critical newspaper clippings. They've had Senator Dole and others that
have begun to make very strong statements about my stands on issues ...
The thrust of it won't occur ... until after the convention is over.
When asked how these attacks would differ from the attacks Carter had
launched earlier, Carter said, I don't remember any attacks I launched
toady.
11

11

11

CBS 8/3
The Republican Party, as it was in 1948, is still a party of backwardness and a lack of progress. 11 The Democratic Party is 11 one of progress,
looking to the future, Carter stated.

11

11

WP 8/4

- On abortions, Carter stated, We need to do something about teenage
pregnancies. We need a strong family planning program, better adoption
procedures, better education, strong moral leadership to reduce or eliminate
the need for abortions.
11

11

- On busing, Carter said, 11 On sensitive issues like busing, we need always
to insure that children can go to the school closest to their own home.

NYT 8/4

11

NYT 8/4

- On tax reform, Carter proposes, " A complete revision of the income tax
structure, to eliminate the loopholes and special privileges that have
been enjoyed by the rich and the powerful entities in our society. In
the past, a tax reform, quite often, has resulted in the cheating of the
average American family because the reforms are shaped by the intense
pressure from special interest groups and the general public is not aware
of what's going on. I'm going to be responsible, as President, for a
comprehensive tax reform.
11

ABC 8/3
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- Carter attended a $1,000 per person fund-raising dinner where the press
was not allowed to attend. After media complaints, Carter opened the
following reception to the press.
- Joseph Califano, a former special assistant to President Johnson, was appointed by Carter to serve as a special adviser to me on how Federal
programs can aid and support the American family.

CBS 8/3

11

11

,

NYT 8/4

-.
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Report
JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 4, 1976
- Carter greeted a delegation of milk producers at his hotel.
NYT 8/5
- Carter spoke at the first meeting of the Democratic Party's National Steering
Conmittce.

NYT 8/5

- Carter was interviewed bv the New York Times. He also met with the editors of
the Scripps-Howard newspaper chain and lunched with the editorial board of the
Washington Star. Carter later took questions from the editorial board of
U.S. News &World Report.
NYT 8/5
-

Carter attended a fund-raiser for Tom Maloney, the Democratic senatorial
canididate from Delaware.

- Before leaving for Plains,·carter attended a $200-a-plate fundraiser for the
Democratic Study Group.

NYT 8/5

WP 8/5

- Carter in an interview with the New York Times, said he felt Ford would be
nominated, but the Vice President would not be John Connally. " Mavbe the only
person in the country who has a lower rating (regardfng public trust) in the
polls than Connallv is Governor Georae Wallace.
NYT 8/5
11

... Carter considers it "fair to talk about the "Ford-Ntxon Administration,t' not
11
the dishonesty &the disgrace of Nixon, but Ford's continuation of Nixon's
policies, yes ..• I don't see any change in Ford's attitude toward novernment
or his lack of leadreship in transportation, the Post Office, or agriculture.
Ford is such a weak leader--in my opinion, he has been just a quiescent extension of the policies of Nixon.
NYT 8/5
11

11

-

Regarding campaign strategv, Carter said it was being approached in a mathematical way. We have evolved a formula with several factors in it, the number·
of delegates, the results of opinion polls at this point, etc. t4e just run
everv state through that formula and then decide how to allot our time ... The
general proposition is I'd go where I'm strongest and Mondale would go where
he's strongest.
Carter plans to make a major issue speech every week or 10
days after the Republican Convention.
NYT 8/5
11

11
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- Concerning Carter's criticisms of the Ford-Nixon Administration, Carter said,
" Well I reserve the right at any time to point out the failures of a person
in public office; an absence of leadership, a disharmony between the White
~
House and the Congress, a lack of purpose--those are analyses of the politi_cal and leadership inadequacies of the administration. It certainly is not
:·a personal attack on President J:"ord. I've never said anything in my life
that was to be construed as a personal attack on President Ford. u Asked
if he felt the Republicans were really going to get dirty, Carter said, I
hope not, but that's what I believe. "
CBS NEWS 8/4
11

- Harry Reasoner interviewed Carter on foreign policy, Wednesday evening.
Reasoner asked Carter if he disapproved of Henry Kissinger. Carter answered,
" Yes, I think Secretary Kissinger is a brilliant man and a good negotiator
and has a good sense of humor. I like him personally. But I think the thing
that I don't like about Henry Kissinger, I don't believe he trusts the American
people, our judgment, our common sense. I don't think he has a deep commitment to the use of the high moral character that the people do ... He's much too
inclined to act secretly, excluding us from participation in the decision making process ..• Secretary Kissinger has been inclined to establish his own reputation with hiahlv publicized and sometimes nonororluctive trios to Pekina ...
Moscow. ·He's made decisions that affect our natural allies and friends ... Wltnout adequate prior consultation. 11
ABC NEWS 8/4
Mr. Reasoner asked Carter what changes in foreign policy he would make; " I
would strengthen the relationship among European countries in the NATO area.
I think a strong Europe ... would be to our own advantane.
Carter added, " I
think we need to have a much more comprehensive approach to the problems of
mutual defense.
ABC NEWS 8/4
11

11

-.·.

.),

Regarding Japan Carter feels 11 We need to have a reassurance given to the
Japanese, that 'before we make any major, immediate decision as relates to the
People's Republiciof China or shipment of crucial elements or commodities to
Japan •.. that we ought to consult with them. "
ABC NEWS 8/4

.

" I would be inclined to a friendshin with the Soviet Union and the People's
Republic of China, Carter added.
I think that friendship ought to be
based on strength. I would never yield in any way. the full responsibility
that would fall on my shoulders, which is the most important of all, to have
a nation strong enough in this defense capability-to guarantee the security
of our country.
ABC NEWS 8/4
11

11

11

-

Carter agrees with Secretary Kissinger's policy in Africa.
I think this
is brought about belatedly by the abject failure of the Kissinger-FordNixon policy, for instance in Angola ... In the aftermath of that debacle
which was brought about primarily by secrecy and a lack of planning and a
lack of consideration of the needs o~ the natives of Angola, we suffered and
in the analysis of that suffering or mistake, I think Mr. Kissinger has moved
in the right direction ... "
ABC NEWS 8/4
11

RNC RESEARCH DIVISION
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- Carter told the Steering Committee not to be dormant or quiescent, but be
aggressive ... ! need your cooperation, I'll meet you more than halfway. I
. believe the country is also hungry for restoration of the belief that the
President and the members of Congress of our great nation can work with
·mutual respect, mutual understanding and mutual commitment and in the open
for a change.
CBS NEWS 8/5
11

11

-

Concerning ~ord's pardon of Nixon, a panel from the Washjnoton Star asked
Carter, If it's unfair for you to raise the pardon, is it not eoually
unfair for Senator Mondale to raise it? " n Well, I don't want to answer
that question, Carter replied.
11

11

ws

8/5

- At a Democratic Congressional dinner, Representative Udall introduced Carter
saying, Do unto others--Ford and Reagan--what you did to me and those
other candidates.
CBS NEWS 8/5
11

11

.. Mondale told the Democratic Study Group, We're ready to protect America's
environment and we're ready for better health care and education and jobs,
but we can't get any place with the President who's forgotten how to sign
his. name. 11
CBS NEWS 8/5
11

Patrick Caddell, in an interview with CBS News, said, 11 The Republicans are
fairly behind and I think you expect them to be on the attack, once they
have a nominee and once they get started.
Asked about a possible conflict
of interests due to his clientele, Caddell answered, We have a lot of
clients .•. we provide them research ... ! don't think there's a conflict ...
CBS NEWS 8/5
11

11

- On the CBS News, Wednesday evening, leslie Stahl interviewed Richard
Thaxton of the Renublican National Committee renarding Carter's accusations
of a personal attack on him by the Committee. Leslie Stahl stated,
The RNC has sent news organizations and Republican politicians packets, like
these, with newspaper clippings on Jimmy Carter's political past. After
reading this material, one Republican called Carter, 11 A Southern-~ried
McGovern.
But there is nothing in the packets on Carter's personal life.
The RNC spent $50,000 on the research, deny they have anything vicious to
use and say Carter's attack is a political gimmick . " Dick Thaxton said,
11
We've never dug for dirt, as the saying is concerned or as the saying
goes. Our main thrust was going through the Archives, the newspaper clippings, everything that was on the public record. As far as anv diqging for
dirt, no, we've not done that, we have no intentions to. I think Gov.
Carter's, he's now the Democratic nominee and I think he's, as a public
figure, he's fair game for criticism when he has made an inconsistant remark
or contradictory remark. I think his position on the issues are squishy, if
you will.
Ms. Stahl asked Mr. Thaxton, Why do you think that Gov. Carter
would launch his counter-attack before the attack was launched?
Thaxton:
11
I assume he's nervous because I assume he knows what's on the public record
and I assume he knows where the inconsistencies ar:e and contradictions are.
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11
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" Precisely what ammunition the Republicans use against Jimmy Carter,
Ms. Stahl said, probab1y won t be known until after the Kansas City convention. One Republican official said, Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan are
too busy battling it out with each other to worry about Jimmy Carter just yet.
CBS NEWS 8/4
11

11

1

1

....

11

,
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
FRIDAY, AUGUST 6, 1976
Carter fished in Plains with his brother Billy, his daughter Amy and two
of his sons.

LAT 5/7

- Carter commented on government reports Friday of an increase in the nation's
unemployment rate to 7.8 percent. Carter said, 11 the unfortunate thing is
that the present Administration has accepted a 7% or 8% unemployment rate as
a normal circumstance ..• And that's one .of the reasons, I think, that· the
Republicans are in trouble politically ...
- Regarding Vice President Rockfeller's comment that Carter was ruthless,
Carter said he does not consider himself ruthless; " I consider myself
to be a very reticent person, very sensitive about other oeoole's attitudes,
feelings and sensitivites ••. anybody who knows me would not think I am ruthless.
Carter added that Rockefeller was speaking for a party that 11 has lost its
esteem among the people of the country .•• Instead of being able and willing to
meet me and Mondale on the basis of an open and frank discussion of the
issues and the record of the incumbent President .•. ! think and I'm afraid that
the. campaign on the Republicans• part is going to degenerate into a personal
lashing-out about ruthlessness and dictatorships and so forth. "
11

LAT 8/7

11

11

11

- Governor Brown will meet Carter in Plains on Thursday. Gary Davis, Brown's
executive secretary,said that he considers the meeting 11 a signal to the
activist community that Governor Brown is going all-out to help Governor
Carter, and they should as well.
Brown will also campaign for Democratic
House and Senate candidates in Maryland, Delaware, and Pennsylvania.

LAT 8/7

11

LAT 8/5

- Also on Thursday, George Bush will arrive in Plains to brief Carter on
foreign policy and security.
LAT 8/6

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1976
~

Carter hosted a fish fry at his brother Billy's peanut warehouse in Plains.

- Carter met with Jerry Weintraub regarding fund-raising concerts for the Democratic National Committee's voter registration drive. Weintraub is a rock
music impresario.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 First Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.
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- Carter then met with Ralph Nader who remained overnight in Plains. Carter
said, " I think his [Nader's] motivations are impeccable. " Carter added
that he would seek Nader's advice on appointments he would make as President
to regulatory commissions that influence consumer services.
- Nader said Carter's positions on consumer protection and citizen participation in government are .. admirable, a u greath of fresh air, and better
than any candidate that has achieved the nomination of any major party in
recent decades.
11

11

LAT 8/8

11

11

- Carter played softball Saturday evening; Nader umpired.

NYT 8/9
LAT 8/8

- Carter issued an apology to Governor Wallace for a comment Carter made
Wednesday. Carter had said Wallace ranked low in public trust in voter
surveys. Carter was .. very sorry about any misunderstanding " that it may
have caused.
- A short circuit in a coin-operated soft drink machine caused a spark that
ignited gasoline fumes and set part of Billy Carter's gas station on fire.
No one was seriously injured.

WP 8/8

WP 8/8

- Richard Moe, campaign director for Mondale, said heavy campaigning by Mondale
will likely be in the key industrial states in the North east and Middle
West, as well as the farm belt and the West Coast.
Mondale will place
emphasis on domestic issues, Moe added, .. He's an issues person. He doesn't
know how to campaign any other way.
The specifics of day-by-day scheduling
are being worked out. On August 15 and 16, Mondale will attend three labor
union conventions in Asheville, North Carolina, Miami, Florida and Las Vegas,
Nevada.
11

11

11

NYT 8/8
SUNDAY, AUGUST 8, 1976
Carter participated in the men's Sunday school class at the Plains Baptist
Church.
Carter attended services at the Plains Baptist Church.
ference afterwards.

WP 8/9

He held a press conWP 8/9

- Carter told reporters, 11 the total amount of money that hasn't been accounted
for by documents ..• is about $150,000. " This amount may have to be returned
in matching funds. Carter also commented on a report that Carter campaign
funds were given to black ministers in California in return for black votes.
"Obviously, it hurts me politically ••• There's nothing illegal about it, I might
point out, except that if someone black or white, pastor or lay person, does
keep campaign funds, they obviously are stealing from the campaign •.• ! don't
have any doubt tha~ somewhere in a massive campaign, nationwide in scope, that

RNC RESEARCH DIVISION
PAGE 3
there are others who keep part of the money, both black and white people,
and that's something that is almost impossible to prevent ... Most of my
black leaders on a nationwide basis are people of impeccable credentials.

11

LAT 8/9
WP 8/9
BALT. SUN 8/9

- Women reporters were excluded from members of the press that were allowed to
cover Carter's participation in the men's Sunday school class at the Plains's
Baptist Church. " We have always divided the Sunday school classes up by sex
and age, Carter said, and there's a conflict there obviously between
access to the Sunday school class and the change in the basic customs and traditions of the church. And I think the deacons acted within their authority
and I have no objection to it. "
11

11

- The tentative Carter-Mondale slogan for the fall is

11

WP 8/9

Leaders, for a change. •
NYT 8/9

-

In an interview with the Chicago Tribune, Mondale stated, 11 I've never been
for busing for busings sake. I've never been for forced busing to achieve
racial integration ••• What I object to is official discrimination. I believe
a government that tries can work with the courts~ work with the community,
can bring about a remedy like the one in Atlanta ...
CT 8/9

- Michael Wachter, an economic adviser to Carter, says that an unemployment
rate of 4.5% cannot be achieved by fiscal and monetary policy alone without
touching off the highest ongoing, inflation rate in the postwar period.
11

11

WSJ 8/9
- Carter will spend all day Monday in Washington, D.C. He will attend a meeting held by Ralph Nader at the International Inn and then meet with Democratic
Representatives and Senators on Capitol Hill. Carter will later attend a
fundraising dinner at the Hyatt Regency for Junior Members of Congress and
fly back to Georgia, Monday evening.

RNC RESEARCH DIVISION
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
MONDAY, AUGUST 9, 197.6

~

Carter spent the day in Washington. He spoke to Ralph Nader's Public Citizens
Forum, met with the Democratic House and Senate committee chairmen.
He later attended a fund-raising dinner for Junior Members of Congress.

-

In a speech to Ralph Nader's Public Citizens Forum in Washington, Carter stated,
11
1 would like to see Connress pass a law to make it illegal for the movement o+'
members of regulatory agencies back into the industry from which they've come under
the present administration ... If it's impossible to pass a law, then through
executive order and a firm coll111itment +"rom those I am considering for appointments,
I'll prevent that continuous egress and ingress between these two entities in our
society."
WP 8/10

- Carter called Ford's administration's approach to corporate bribery overseas
"permissive criminality." Carter said, "the concept of confidential disclosure
seems to be a conflict in terms. And the concept of permissive criminality
would seem to me to be a conflict in terms. I see no reason why our activity
should contribute to corporate crimes of any kind. •
BALT. SUN
8/10
-

If elected in November, Carter said, "I'd like to challenge him (Nader) for the
title of the top consumer advocate in the country." Nader said he feels Carter
is well-read, bright and concerned with major consumer issues, but he has not
stated whether he will work for Carter or not.
BALT. SUN
8/10
UPI 8/10

- Carter repeated his support for legislation to create an agency for consumer
advocacv; hopes for legislation to strengthen the Justice Department~s hand
in blocking corporate mergers; believes the president has an obligation to
.. express displeasure" when he sees something he doesn't like on television;
hesitates to c_ommit himself on a nationwide no-fault automibile insurance law,
but believes it is " inevitable "; and does not know if he would dismantle the
CAB or ICC to let the trucking and airline industry compete solel.v on the market
place bases.
WP 8/10
UPI 8/10
Carter favors strengthening controls goveminn "things which the consumer cannot
adequately assess for himself, .. such as food purity and environmental quality.
WP 8!10
~

Carter called ~he $2-billion nrogram to build the nation's first full-scale
nuclear breeder reactor "a substantial waste of money," and said "that atomic
power itself should be relegated to the last priority as far as energy sources
Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 Firat Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.
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are concerned. "
-

AP 8/10

Carter opposes Nader-backed legislation to authorize government agencies to
reimburse citizens who contribute to their decision making. He prefers the
creation of a single consumer agenty within the government.

- Carter endorsed a bill giving the attorney general power to seek injuctions
preventing mergers before they occur. Carter also promised that there is
going to be a different climate in the White House 11 if he is elected.

WP 8/10

11

WP 8/10
NYT 8/10

-

Carter spoke to the Democratic chairmen of the House committees. Representative
Madden, Chairman of the Rules Committee, told Carter he had moved the voter
registration bill after Carter's call to Mr. Albert. The House later voted
to drop key provisions of the bill that Carter had lobbied for.
BALT. SUN 8/10

-

Carter asked House and Senate committee chairmen for advance notice of major
policy and legislative initiatives. Carter also told the House group, 11 I
don't have any right to act as if I already was President. I'll try to be
very careful about that. 11

- The Consumer Federation of American issued a statement 11 enthusiastically "
praising Carter for a .. refreshingly candid description of how his administration would act upon important consumer issues. "
-

AP 8/10

WSJ 8/10

Carter returned to Plains and will vote Tuesday, in Georgia's state and
primary election.
AP 8/10

-

On Wednesday, Carter will leave Plains to meet with his staff in Atlanta.
He will then speak to the American Bar Association at the Atlanta Civic
Center. Carter will return to Plains Wednesday night.

/
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
TUESDAY, AUG~ST 10, 1976
Carter voted in Georgia's Democratic primary
BALT. SUN 8/11
- Carter.told reporters in Plains that the Democratic National Committee
will use the first $2 million it raises to get voters to register for the
fall campaign. 11 We'll devote another several million dollars to getting
out the vote on election day. 11
-

BALT. SUN 8/11

It'll be a much closer race in peoples' minds, " than the 1972 election,
Carter said at a news conference Tuesday.
McGovern didn't have a chance.
I think I'll win, but I don't think when Election Day comes there will be a
feeling that it's a runaway or a sure thing. And I think that will make
more people turn out.
11

11

11

AP 8/10
- Carter cited his approval of the House passage of the voter registration bill.
He added that inclusion of the amendment that eliminated mass mailing by the
government 11 simplified 11 the legislation and cut its cost. 11 Mass mailing
is not a major factor. I don't believe it would have been implemented this
year.
BALT. SUN 8/ll
11

- Regarding Clarence Kelley's statement that he would not resign if a new
administration takes office, Carter said, The chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and the FBI director have customarily let the President decide "
such matters.
11

AP 8/10

-

Carter, in an interview with Jerald terHorst, said, " I intend to approach
the question of tax refonn differently than it has been done in the past.
My purpose .•. is to go all out for a fairer tax code and try to sell it to the
American people and to Congress simultaneously .•• ! intend to do it early in
1978, because it will take my administration about a year to get the reform
package ready.
11

CT 8/11
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- Jerald terHorst asked Carter about an estimate that the proposals Carter has
endorsed would amant to " $300 or $ 400 billion in additional ~oendipq that
the country could ill afford.
Carter asserted, "That's not true .•• I
believe, according to my projections, that we will have a balanced budget at
the end of four years of my administration, in contrast to the Nixon-Ford
deficit accumulation of $170 billion, the most red ink in peace time.
11

11

CT 8/ll

- Carter has decided to campaign in California one week earlier than previously
planned. He will arrive in Los Angeles August 22 and attend a fund-raising
function for the Democratic National Committee. Carter will meet with the
national committess steerin~ committee August 23.
We do see a present
problem on the West Coast,
Jody Powell stated.
One of the reasons we're
going there first is that we feel we need to get Jimmy into the region early.
11

11

11

11

LAT8/ll

- Carter is .. very much inclined to engage in televised debates with his
It is our preference and our
Republican opponent, Jody Powell told UPI.
strong inclination. We have some publicly expressed thoughts on them.
A recent Gallup Poll showed seven out of ten persons in favor of such
debates.
11

11

11

~

UPI 8/10

CBS News reported that Carter's position on federal regulatory agencies is
very close to Mr. Ford's. It appears, CBS stated, that Carter has taken a
page directly from Mr. Ford's book. Carter's statement to the Democratic
Platform Committee uses the exact same language the Secretary of the
Treasury, William Coleman, used in a speech last year. A spokesman for the
Carter campaign said, We're still trying to figure how all this came about."
One White House aide added that Carter should be congratulated for his fine
selection of source material.
CBS NEWS 8/10
11

11

11

- The Baptist Ministers' Union of Oakland, California and the Mount Lion
Missonary District Association have returned the $2,000 they received-from
Carter's campaign organization. Reverend J.L. Richard, the head of both
groups, stated, 11 We assumed that this was to be expense money disbursed
through the black clergy for workers in the campaign. The questionable
implications currently being suggested becloud our original good intentions.
On Sunday, the Los Ange 1es Times quoted Richard as saying, When a preacher
stands up in his church and talks about Jimmy Carter, he's working for
Jimmy Carter as far as I'm concerned, and he should be paid for it •.• I don't
work for no damn politican for nothing. 11 Richard denied the statement.

11

11

-

Former Senator Howard Metzenbaum flew to Plains to confer with Carter on
Tuesday. Metzenbaum discussed strategy with Carter and asked Carter to ·
campaign in Ohio in "August, September, October, and November l.
He
added that Carter is substantially ahead in Ohio by close to a 2-to-1
lead.

AP 8/10
WI>'· 8/ll

11

11

11

BALT. SUN 8/ll
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- Tuesday, in an interview~ Mondale said he will continue to criticize President
Ford's pardon of Richard Nixon.
I don't plan to make that the only theme
or the dominant theme, but the issue of equal justice is an important issue
Monda 1e added, We' 11 be ready to go flat out by
facing the country.
Labor Day for the campaign. Mondale, in the past few weeks, has been
11
getting a feel for where we can be most helpful ... I'm going to be working
in the traditional Democratic constituencies, 11 he said, listing them as labor
unions, rural American and education groups.
11

11

11

11

AP 8/ll

.
- At the end of August, Mondale will make a 10-day trip across the country;
it will be his first major campaign tour. Along with his planned series of
speeches to labor groups next week, Mondale will visit Minnesota 11 for what
you might call a vacation .•• a working vacation.
11

-

Evangelist Billy Graham told Christians Tuesday not to vote for bor~-again
Christian political candidates simply because they agree with their religious
views. 11 I would rather have a man in office who is highly qualified·to be
President who didn't make much of a religious profession than to have a man
who had no qualifications but who made a religious profession ...
11

AP 8/11
n

LAT 8/11
- Billy Carter told a reporter, I got a mama who joined the Peace Corps when
she was 68. I got one sister who's a holy roller preacher. Another wears a
helmet and rides a motorcycle. And my brother thinks he's going to be
President. So that makes me the only sane one in the family.
11

11

LAT8/11
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~

Carter spoke to the American Bar Association's national convention in Atlanta.
He then returned to Plains and played softball, Wednesday evening.
WP 8/12

- George Bush will give Carter and Mondale a second intelligence briefing,
Thursday. Governor Brown will meet with Carter and Mondale and spend the
night in Plains. Representatives of Italian-American groups will also
speak with the candidates.
Carter plans to help raise funds in Charleston, West Virginia Saturday
for the state Democratic party. He will speak at the Jefferson-Jackson
Day Dinner and return to Plains.

AP 8/12

AP 8/12

- Carter opened his speech to the American Bar Association by reciting the
honor code of the military academies. He then stated, u If I become President, 1 1 11 neyer turn my back on official misdeeds. I intend to take a
new broom to Washington and do everything possible to sweep the house of
government clean.
Carter emphasized his belief that U.S. attorneys
Our U.S. attorney general
general should not be political appointees.
has often replaced the postmaster general as the chief political appointee,
and we have on recent occasions witnessed the prostitution of this most
important law enforcement office ... As much as is humanly possible, the
attorney general should be removed from politics ••• 11
11

11

LAT 8!12
Carter also stressed his pledge to end 11 the sweetheart arrangement 11
between federal regulatory agencies and the .industries ·they regulate.
Carter added, 11 Absolutely no gifts of value should ever again be permitted
to a public official. Complete revelation of all business and financial
involvement of major officials should be required ••. The activities of
lobbyists must be more thoroughly revealed and controlled. 11
LAT 8/12
"'

A prime responsibility of our next President, "Carter declared, 11 will
be to reestablish confidence of the American people in the professions, in
business and in the various departments that make up our government--in
other words, to reestablish confidence in the American system. It is not
whether we want to make some incremental corrections, but whether we wish
to preserve the sys tern. ..
11

LAT 8/12
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Mondale criticized Attorney General levi and FBI Director Kelley for
not solvinq problems of corruption and abuses of power within the
FBI. 11 It is absolutely crucial that the Attorney General control and
direct far more closely than he does the day-to-day operations of the
bureau. Mondale was interviewed by the Los Angeles Times and said that
while he personally liked Kelley,
I do not think he's really qat control. I don't think he's qat much time left to prove that he can do
11

SQ •

II

LAT 8/12
~

The Washington Press Club sent Carter a telegram on Wednesday protesting
the exclusion of women reporters from a press pool that covered his Bible
school class. u He recognize that you did not want to overrule a longstanding custom of your church in admitting only men to the Sunday School
class. However, a member and often the teacher of that class is now a
national fiqure whose public appearances should be open to coverage by
all reporters. Exclusion of reporters from participation in press pools,
on the ground of sex or race . • . is a form of discrimination that for
years has burdened women reporters and black reporters. . . We urge you
to reassess your decision •••
11

- Ralph Abernathy stated that Carter is " not as specific on the issues
as he ought to be. It may be that even though he is from Plains, Georgia,
and does know something about peanut farming, he does not know enough
about the problems of the poor conmunity. 11

UPI 8/ll

UPI 8/11

~
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Republican
National
Committee.

August 13, 1976
Dear Editor:
Enclosed are several articles which focus on columns and editorials concerning Jimmy Carter. We feel that these are some of the
better articles available from the public record, and hopefully will
add to your understanding of Jimmy Carter. We hope these articles
will be useful to you in the weeks ahead.
You will be receiving one more mailing in the near future concerning Carter's career. We intend for these packets to be one of
the many informational tools you will need i·n order to develop a realistic and objective assessment of the Democrat nominee. Please contact
us if you need additional information.

Sin'Ei#J~
R~
Thaxton
Director

Political/Research Division

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 First Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003. (202) 484-6500.
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"DmTY TRICKS"
IN CARTER'S 1970 GUBERNATORIAL CAMPAIGN?
By N.L. Curti.
Repm.1s continue to surface regarding the deceit and
uneChieal practices ·in the Carter campaign for .Governor,
back in 1970. Many reputable publications (Harpers, .
Columbia Journalism Review, Detroit Sunday News, to
name a few) bave published in-depth articles re, "dirty
trieb" and other shoddy campaign tactics by Carter
Campaigners. But unless the power of the TV networks and
east coast publishers headline these allegations and dig deep
(as tbey did Watergate), the Carter camp cover-up will be
successful. It has been intimated by one reporter that his
boas told an investigative reporter to "cool it" on the "dirty
trieb77 charges levied against Carter and company.
A fermer staffer on the Carter campaign said, "some of
tbe dirty tricks attributed to Carter's crowd make Donald
Segretti.'s look Jike kid stuff." One he referred to was the
distribution of leaflets all over Georgia, showing Carter's
chief opponent, Gov. Carl Sanders with two black basketball
players wbo were pouring champagne over his head at a
victory celebration.
'lbe strategy of the Carter camp was to project Carter as
a •"man for all people," while, at the same time, projecting a
••CCIIIililei'Vative" image. Carter coveted and needed the white;
CCDJel vative and segregationists' vote. So, the leaflets were
distributed in order to depict Sanders as sympathetic and
frieDdly with the blacks, in order to swing votes Carter's
way.
Tbere were three major candidates in the primaries for
Governor that year. Carter, Gov. Sanders (a moderate who
bad scme appeal to liberals and blacks) and C.B. King, a
black attorney and civil rights leader. The Carter strategists,
CCJidident that King was "going nowhere", sponsored and
paid for a newspaper and radio "blitz" campaign for King in
orcler to take the black vote away from Sanders.
Ray Abernathy, an Atlanta public relations man,
associated with the Carter campaign in 1970, summed up the
King ..-blitz" this way: "We had an operation jokingly
referred to as the 'stink tank. • The objective was to help
King take black votes away from Sanders ...we produced and
ran a series of last minute radio ads f~ King ... they ran on
statialllsall over Georgia and supposedly were 'sponsored' by
a noo-existent concerned citizens group."
Abernathy, a former vice-president of the Gerald
8afsboqn Advertising Agency firm that handled .<and still
produces) Carter's political advertising, went on to say that,
"~King radio blitz was financed out of Carter's campaign
funds at a CCJSt of around $7000 or $8000. We laundered the

material through a small ad agency (Jim Alford's) ...at tbe
express direction of Jerry Rafshoon, I conceived and
produced the King media stuff... "
Rafshoon denied he, Carter or others on his staff 1mew
about the King blitz. "Abernathy was working as a
free-lancer,'' he insisted.
But Abernathy said," As vice-president of the agency, I
wasn't allowed to free-lance."
A former associate of Abernathy's (another former VP
of the Rafshoon agency) corroborated his story. Sbe (Dot
Wood) said she was aware of the King campaign. "I don't see
how Carter couldn't have known about it," she told a·
. reporter. ·"He had .his fmger on every aspect of the
campaign ... "
Mr. King said he had no idea -who had placed his
commercials. "If Carter's people did it.. .it wouldn't surprise
me," he said. "I was politically naive and I found out later
that a lot of people used me for the wrong reasons...carter is
a highly opportunistic man. Regrettably, his face is a facade
which reveals little of the inward person. His feet are not only
made of clay, they're mired in it..,when privately closeted
with him during the campaign, he· was civil to me. But in
public, he would avoid me like the plague... "
Strong, but revealing words from this .respected black
civil rights leader. They appear to back up the charges that
Carter ran a "conservative-racist" campaign, "exploiting
blacks" in his drive for the Governor's seat. They also add
substance to all the recently revealed charges of ..dirty
tricks" attributed to the Carter camp.
Carter's duplicity is no secret to astute politi.eal
scientists. It concerns them.What also concerns many, is
Carter's obvious "racist" campaigning. For example,
pollster Lou Harris, from the Dem convention floor, said this
about Carter's and Mondale's acceptance speeches. ·~
issues they're trying to make is race-believe it or not! Here
you have a white former governor who fiat-footed it all.
around tonight on the race issue ...so did Senator Mondale..•"
There is no doubt that enough information has surfaced
to warrant an immediate and thorough investigation into all
allegations by the powerful news media that banished
Richard Nixon from office. Why haven't they alerted tbe
public? And why are they acting Carter's public relatiGIIS
managers, promoting his campaign?
These and many other questions must be ·.aJIS\1'eled .
·before election day on November. Haven't the news media
repeatedly told us that we have a right to know?

as

THE MAN BEHIND
THE CARTER SMILE
w.A

One convention delegate said, "Carter's atms are the
same as McGovern's. But McGovern didn't lie to the people.
:ou:teris. I'm from Georgia. I~ow~owliberal he is. Look at
...L
I
.
'the warmed over McGovern Junk tn the platform ~t he
tlotl"ftnete If
News B N.L CurU. .llelped draft. Decriminalization of marijuana,. libe~al
3"\lllll Afla111. It
,l w ·,
abortiop.laws, a guaranteed income, more Federal s~ding
.a
'
.,..
,.._..,
·
,.,
""
.
og ms unconditional pardon for draft resisters.
He appealed to the strong antigovernment moed among on more pr ra •
.
. e
Americans. He attacked the "blOated bureaucracy" in And s~e of these people, and the. news. medi~, too, ~
Washington and. promised to reduce big government and' swallowmg all the l~e and compassion this guy lS handing
"make ·
·etr· ·
nd
'cal " ·· · _........~ out What we want IS less government on our backs, more
· . . 1t more tcten~ a .. economt .. ~e;prea\;lu::u a secimty Yet Carter wants to cut our defense by about $7 or
politics. of love and promised never to tell a lie. But all the
bill' . · t
t · t
· 1 reforms "
..
E ) Carte ·J
ba bee 1 •
..... the $9
ton 0 pu In 0 SOCia
. .
while.. J ames ~r '
r • r .,
s
n ymg "' . .
No Washington ties for Carter? Even David Brinkley and
Amencan people.
.
.
. . . .
. John Chancellor of NBC were stunned to read a long list of
.At th~ .outset . of his . campaign, Car~r deliberately. Washington bureaucrats, past and present (including
avo~ded taking a stand on Issues. He spoke m gener~ties. def · secretaries etcetera) who surround Carter and
tellmg the people what they wanted to bear. ~e a
=hi
'
chameleon, Carte~ cba~ed the color of his view~:wheb he cou What ~be>ut deals? Carter said he'd made none. He's
spoke t~ co~l;ltives, liberals.or. m~era~. 'lbulbe ~ been in touch with socialist union boss Leonard Woodcock ~or
~m m~ his c~p. Amencans of d!.ft~t political months Woodcock and other radical union bosses met With
philosophies now .believe he embraces their _phil~.
Carter during the convention and "urged" him to select Sen.
· The Carter campaign strategists planned it .that w;iy. Walter Mondale (ultra-liberal), as his riuming mate. Jen'y
Many on Carter's staff are former McGovern campaigpers. Wurf of the Municipal Workers Union said this of ~e
They warned Carter not to ''make waves", else he'>d alert the meetings: "We had a meaningful discussion. He's m
people to his true aims and lose the White House as did their agreement with everything we talked about. It's the best
position we've had from any presidential candidate.':
former nominee. Carter an~ his staff did their job well!
Wurf incidentally, is the man who told Baltimore
A member of Congress from Georgia confides: "There
are two different Carters-the way be campaigns and the way officials during a police strike there, "Baltimore will b~ to
he governs ~nd people .are con!using ~"two. Mr. ~ ran the ground," unless they give in to~ dema~~· Wurf ts also
a conservative campaign against a liberal opponent m 1970 one of the leaders who is now planmng to umomze the armed
.
·
.
. .
but turned out to be a liberal governor, a big-spending, forces!
socialist-bent man." . .
Back in March, Carter said he'd stress ]Ob creation,.
.
Morris Collins, dean at American University in private industry. At that time, he said the Humpbrey-Ha~
Washington served as consultant to Carter, as well as other ins full employment bill was likely to "revive doubl~tt
Georgia governors. Collins said Carter is " ...a reform-type inflation." People, fed up with big government spending,
with a populist bent. He'll want to do things in the Lyndon ~applauded carter. However, in April (af~r it's reported he
•
·
'bad a long session with Humphrey), Carter told a former
Johnson mold on domestic policy."
Populist? That's 11 kin to socialism. Bigger government, associate that he had second thoughts about the HH-H plan.
more spending. Sen. George McGovern was called a pOpulist, ;..I 'intend to focus my econommic policy on cutting
but he was honest about his ambitions, his plans. Carter is unemployment and take my chances with inflation, if I had
.
·.
..
selling us a different bill of goods from that he plans to hand to,'' he said.
.
.
1
There you have it. Only a glimpse behind the smiling
us.
. For example, ~rter's antigovernment appeal is ~ ~ Carter projects to the people. Isn't it time ~e media
direct contrast to what he's done and what he plans to do if .nd the people of this nation told Carter to level With them?
elected. Whilegov~or of Georgia, the bureaucracy w~ not . He speaks of ''truth in government.,, while li~g a lie. ~s
reduced as promised. Instead, Carter lumped vanous ;yague promises about welfare reforms, urban-atd, reducmg
bureaus into new and expensive ones. The state budget rose the bureaucracy just won't do. He must be more explicit. He
by more than $1 billion, or 61 percent in one year! Personnel must tell us his real political philosophy, not hide it behind
increased by more than 25 percent in order to handle the words of "love compassion" as he concentrates on
"~tructured., state gov~~~t. Georgia's tax~ ~tin~ generalities, with~ut substance. Americans deserve~ kn«?w
to nse as a result of Carters shake-up reduction- of big all there is about one James Earl Carter Jr., Presidential
.
hopeful. Don't you agree?
government!
A former Georgia state official said recently that Carter
·
tqld him that a "reduction in the bureaucracy doesn't
necessarily mean a total reduction in personnel- it .means a
shifting of personnel." In other words, the Federal
Government will get the sam~ "restructuring,'' with higher
costs and taxes as Georgia got from Carter!
James P. Gannon (Wall St. Journal) wrote recently that
"Jimmy Carter has a secret. For all his anti-Washington
rhetoric, he is a Big Government man. Those still in Georgia
State government say that Carter does not intend to shriDk.
the ·Federal Bureaucracy, but to reshape it so that it can
carry out his-own ambitions for social reforms."

M
Wft•.J..,..,,.

Lsolutely
Ruthless'
.

NATIONAL AFFAIRS

tA
Rill

campaigner. I remember he used to say that he went into
those little towns and he called on everybody except the
sheriff, the banker and the newspaperman. He didn't want ('")
Reg Murphy was an early observer-and frequent critic- any support from any of those guys. And that's the way he ran 0
of]immy Carter,first as political editor and later as editor of that campaign; he identified the sheriff and the banker and ~
-s
The Atlanta Constitution. Murphy, 42, is now editor and the newspaperman as the evil guys in town and did it very ......
publisher of The San Francisco Examiner.
successfully. It was as good and skillful a campaign as I've
ever seen run in the South.
he first time I ever met Carter was in 1963; he had just But as an administrator he was poor, terrible. The truth is
been elected to the state senate for the first time and hei that he neither saved money, jobs, nor created efficiency, but
metmeinahallofthecapitolbuildingwavingacopyofpeople want to believe those magic words and he underthe Constitution, explaining to me how a story we had in the stands that the magic words are much more important than
paper was wrong and bow we very rarely got things right in the effects of the administrative system. He has rewritten the
reporting on the state senate. I think he believes there's arecordbooks,I'mconvinced,untilhehonestlybelievesinhis
conspiracy in the newspaper business to get things wrong. own mind that he was a good administrator, but I don't know a
You just dreaded to see Carter coming down the hallway in Georgia bureaucrat, I don't know a Georgia legislator who
the legislative session because you never could talk about believes that.
·
substantive issues for him wanting to point out little picayune And he's· absolutely ruthless; he will win. He will win this
comma faults in stories. My first reaction to Jimmy Carter was Presidential campaign because he's more determined to win
that there is a man who I never will get along with and who than anybody else. He will do what it takes to win: he will
will never be humane enough to overlook the faults of change what views it takes for him to win. He will expand and .......
anybody else.
expound on any topic ... and he will do it with what a lot of ::s
()
By the time I went back to the Constitution in 1968, Jimmy people take to be grace and style and talent.
Carter was running Bat-out for governor. Having been beaten In terms of the Congress, he has said over and over again
as a liberal candidate for governor in 1966, he had decided, that he'd rather fight about a problem than to compromise. If
that he was going to run a very conservative political cam-politicsistheartofthepossible,JimmyCarterwon'tgetalong ......
paign in 1970 ... and he showed up in every town in Georgia with anybody in Washington, because he is a mean, hard- -s
at that point, a relentless, hard-working, absolutely charming eyed sort of fellow who tolerates nobody who opposes him. <.C:*
The governor just absolutely does not take ·challenges from ::sNewsweek, july 19, 1976
anybody. I always figured that a man who would lower ~
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James D. Wilson-Newsweek

Murphy in the newsroom of The San Francisco Examiner
himself to get into a shouting match with Lester Maddox has a
very low boiling point.
I think his strongest point is determination to achieve and
to prevail, and he brings a good mind to politics although his
stubbornness would probably be important. My problem is
that I just don't understand him as a leader. I don't think he
has human warmth in him, and so I just can't imagine
anybody being led by him. I can imagine him sounding good
to people for a day or two; I can't imagine him sounding very
good to them for four years. His attitudes wear very thin very
quickly. I also believe that leadership demands more than
just the cold-eyed ability to calculate where the votes are and
that sort of thing, and I just don't think he has that.

·Thus,

carter's first and ·most UllpOJ.I-

tant declslon as nominee was ail act of
appeasement. bold only ·In that it re-

George F. Will

In the -1-""'""
Footsteps of.

Humphrey.
NEW YORK-As is well -~"
Jimmy Carter plans to build a New Je-.
rusalem on the rock of love. That is, of'
course, devoutly to be desired. But first
tbblgs first, and first he wants to do
something about his well-founded suspidon that the people he wiD depend
upon to campaign for him-liberal activists who dominated the convention
floor-are not aglow with enthllliasiQ.~
forbim.
·
Carter watched television coverage_
of events Wednesday night, when the(
convention was suddenly suffused with,'
.affection and enthusiasm for MorriS.
Udall as he released his delgates to vote~
for Carter. From the moment two years 1
ago that Walter Mondale withdrew 1
from the nomination race, Udall was
the odds-on favorite to become what he
did become, the choice of the liberal_ ac~
tivists. Twelve ~ours atte,r Ut;t~: ..
Madison Square Garden, officially.
Mondate.
'.carter
....
~$'st~··d.·.·'j·.·\
· dropped
dropped ou.·t,.
ln .again,
to•. •.the.
deliibt
those -who the nighl 1Htfore'
.
cheered Udall to the raft~ . ,· ;:

,.e1

'l'hese liberal aettvisis &fe well to ~j
left· of the party rank-and-flle..
constitute the unconquered redoubt
·where Hbetal orthodoxy Is preserved in,
undlluted clarity. They )lave harbore«J.
W·founded · JUSpleions that ~: ~
~ton departing from ~·Qrthqdo~l
To help them rest easy, and Incite,,
them &O'befoic exertions on his .,...,•.
Carter has given the most Intense Uber~
ala au· that J)ley asked for and mCQ.'e:
than they could have demanded. Carter_
has plighted his troth to l(ondale, the_
most .liberal person on _Carte(s. final
..short Ust" of seven }XM!Sible run~
mates.

veal$~ more clearly .what already. w•·
clear enough to anyone with eyes tq
read. The. choice of Mondale is. a~
uoDal · and probably redundant e~
dence that Carter's creed is reflected~,the Carterized platform, which Is ~e;.
· niarkable only for its degree of fidelity'
. to party orthodoxy. ·
· ,
IJ'he economy? ·The platform ·en::
r dorses "national economic planning,"'
Including rendering the Federal ~
serve System "responsive" to t~e polttJ.;·
cians. It also contemplates "direct gov- ·
·ernment involvement" in wage ami'
price decisions, and a "broad !"nge'~ Of·
new· public jobs prgorams, mcluding..
programs to allocate aid on the basis of
race and sex to help minorities attain
business ownership. The platform SUf!!
Carter says he has "absolutely no
gests a federally sponsored "domestil doubt" about having made the right
development bank" and federal insur choice, which makes this choice like al;mce for state and local bonds as lncen most everything else In Carter's mind.
Uve for increased state and local spend There can ~e little doubt that this
!11g.
.· choice shows that Carter is content to
Expanding the welfare sta~e? Th~ paddle along In the Democratic main-.
platform endorses comprehensive, Uill-' stream in the wake of the master, Hu~
versa! and mandatory national health. bert Humphrey. .
,
·
insurance . financed by new payroU' When Humphrey became Vice Presi- ·
taxes and general tax revenue. It says dent 1n 1964, the man who was placed
the federal government should relieve · 1n Humphrey's shoes as Minnesota sen~
local governments of all welfare eo&t$ ator was Mondale. And all this year the
and undertake a phaSed assumption of:, second name on Humphrey's list of
a portion of the states' welfare ~osts.. ·. ideal Presidents (right behind the name.
Revenue sharing? Increase 1t; ad]ust "Hubert Humphrey"), has been the·
the formula to add to the incentive for name "Mondale."
local governments to raise taxes; .an~·: Caoer says there is "no discernible
add a new ."emergency anti-recessiOn :difference" between his and Mondale's
views on sensitive issues. Given that
aid program for cities.
.
· Education? More federalmd.
Mondale is one of the two or three most
Housing? More direct subsidies; mor liberal senators, Carter's choice of him
should stlll Democrats' fears, and dash
subsidized loans. ·
Rural America? More subsi ·
others' hopes, ·that Carter presents .a.
loans for electrification and telephon break with the party's Humphreyite.
p.ll&
facilities, more funding of developm
programs;
Farmers? More subsidized credit.
EnVironment? "Substantially" more :
research and development spending.
Tr1n$p0rtation? "Substalltial direct
public investment" and (this is my fa.l'
vorite plank) "whatever action is n~es
sary to revitalize rallroads." There JS a
·banner to which honorable persons can
re~: Extremism In pursuit of revital·
ized rallroads is no vice.
All political parties are, In Felix
Frankfurter's phrase, "organized appetite " but the Democrats should be re~ded that gluttony, even concerning,
government services, is a deadly stn.
Certalnly Mondale's mission in life is,
not to remind anybody of that. And
now, after the selection of Mondale.
there Is even less evidence than there
.·ever was that it is Carter's mission.

Has Carter already lost his presidential bid?
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conve)'ltion. It looks like Jimmy Carter may have done
a repeat'in 1976. Car~r seems to be an intelligent,
gracious, and able.man. He probably would make a
good president and I'd kind ¢ like to see him win. But
.if he loses it is much to be feared thaf it's his own
fault.
Compare hirri with John Kennedy. Reali~ng that
his basic popular.support was thin arid that there were
cultural objections to him .iQ many ·parts of the
country, Kennedy immediately chose as his running
mate the~ second most popular candidate, IJiie totally
different from him in cultural background.•A lot of ns
screamed in protest but the choice turned out to be an
act of political genius.
Jimmy Carter, on the other band, chose as his
nmnmg mate a man who, like him, comes from a
devout Protestant background and who will do nothing
to reassure the yrban ethnic!! who are dubious about
carter. Kennedy said in effect wthe south: "I need
you, 1 want you, I hereby make peace with you."
Carter in effect said to Uie urban ethnics: "I don't
need you, I don't care whether you vote for me, and I
am now kicking you in the teeth."
Tbat's how you lose elections.
And as If to mHe matters worse, be resolutely
refused to meet with the Italian-Am.,-ican caucus at
the convention, putting them in the same class ~ the
gays and the right-to-life movement. He bad time for
the Hispanics and the black miUl!mts like Jesse
Jackson and for "women" like the ineffable Bella and
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for everyone else; but DO time for the Italians (or
"Eyetalians," as be called them in his acceptance
speech).

Appare.,tly no one told him that there were more
voting Italians than there were Hispanics or black
militants or militant feminists. But then be did go to
dinner at Mama Leone's. Tbat's how you lose elecUons.
Instead of saying something nice about CathOlic
schools in bis acceptance speech he made a cheap
crack about rich people and private schools, ignoring
the fact .that middle and working class ethnic money
IJld sacrifice goes to support the private education of
non-Catholic blacks in the inner-city parochial schools.
Maybe he doesn't know about that.
'lbat's how you lose elections.
There's little in the Carter performance thus far to
justify such unfeeling and vindictive arrogance toward
urban ethnics. ·He won only 'II per cent of the
Democratic primary vote. About half the Democrats
in the c:ountry ·wish there was another candidate.
Tbere is little intense emotional support for him. His
lead has already begun to slip in the polls. Al'ly politi·
clan worth his salt would have known that the election
could be very close and ·that be could iD afford to of·

urban

fend the
ethnic voters. carter thinks be doesn't
need them. ·
We will see.
Tbe Mondale choice was made to placate ~~e par·
ty's minute liberal wing, presumably to keep it from
voting for Eugene McCarthy. But those liberals who
would sooner be right than win will vote for McCarthy
anyway. Apparently DO one has j>ointed out to
Governer Carter alld his staff that a lot of
ethnics would feel more at' ease with McCarthy than
they do with him.
My guess is that McCarthy will. get many disaffected catholic and Jewish votes not because he is a
liberal (be really lSD 't) but because. try as they might,
catholics and Jews Slmpty cannot trust or like Jimmy
Carter.
·
Nothing in the cold, slnfty-eyed convention week,
especially the dreadful empty acceptance speech
(with its quirky, Nixon-like smiles) has done anything
to change their mind. It may be too late for Carter to
try but it doesn't look like he thinks that it's worth the
effort. A great politician would have turned to Ted
Kennedy or Jerry Brown and won by a landslide.
Carter is obviously DOt a great pOlitician: and·
perhaps, based on his Eyetalian-American bungle, not
even a very good one. Before the convention I said to
one of my New Yotk liberal friends, they had to be
very smart or very lucky to win the nomination the
way they did.
His response was, "'lbey are not very smart." And
their luck now ·may be running out.

urban
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Carter: the man, the opposition and opportunity
NEW YORK - Most of
the talk about Jimmy Car·
ter now looks to the future
- to Labor Day, to Election
Day, even to Inauguration
Dar,. As the curtain falls on
the Democratic Convention,
it may be useful to take one
more look at the past. How
did carter pull it off?
Three factors may help to
explain the Carter story:
the nature of the mao, the
nature of his opposition,
and the nature of his opportunity. With only a handful
of exceptions, most of us in
the Washington press corps
misread all three.
Permit me a personal
word. Carter is a liberal
Democrat; I am a conservative Whig. Before the
burly-burly's done, J doubt·
less will be trying to knock
his block off. Meanwhile, he
is entitled to one free drink
on the house. He did an
astonishingjob.
·Carter is an astonishing
political figure. On the
record of his brilliant cam·
paign, he emerges as a
superlative strategist, planner, executive, and admin·
istrator. He possesses that
keen sense of pace that is
built into the brain of the
long distance runner. In 3S
years of covering politics, l
have never met a candidate
who worked harder, more
singlemindedly, more confi.
dently. than .Tunmy Carter
of Georgia. He ran the
whole field into the~
It was Carter's ..shrewd
perception, and our particUlar blindness, that he saw
his opposition clearly. We
looked at the roll of prospective candidates and

Edwin M. Yoder Jr.,
whose column normally
appears on this Plllfe, is at
tbe convention in New
York. His column will resume next week.

saw the names of national

(lgUI'eS- names we were at

home with: Humphrey,
Muakie, Jackson, Bayh,
· Bensen, Udall, Wallace.
They seemed a formidable
lot.
Carter looked at the same
field and saw them disarmed and vulnerable, a col·
lection of has-beens and
never-weres. Once Carter
was assured that Teddy
Kennedy would not make a
bid, he had the .measure of
the others. He knew he
could lick any man in the
house, and be was right.
At a breakfast press conference last Monday, I
asked Jody Powell, Carter's
press secretary, for his assessment of the ..why" of
Carter's victory. fie men·
tiooed two or three factors,
chielly the early start. 'lben
Powell added a candid
word: "He had a great deal
of luck:."
Exactly so. It carter had
come on the natiooal stage
at any time in the past
quarter century,. as a 51year-old, one-term Southern
governor, be never could
have won his party's aomi·
nation. Be would have
faced stronger opposition,
differeat political circumstances. It was luck, sheer
luck, that gave him the per·
feet wave .at the· perfect

moment. It was his own
skill that permitted ~im.
perfectly to catch the wave
at its crest and to ride it
home.
The marr: the opposition,
and the opportunity - Car-·
ter put it all together. We
nagged at him to get specif·
ic on the issues. He knew,
better than we, that issues
were not so important this
time around .. There were
none of the instant catchwords of other years Korea, civil rights, Vietnam, the draft. There was
something else instead an inchoate desire, out in
the broad land, for surcease, for &·lower pitch, for
a cessation in the shrill and
•
bitter tumult.
Carter bad sense nough
to understand this. ·Early
on, I watched him make the
"love speech" 'to high
school audiences in New
Hampshire. Time after time
he re~ated his simple appeal for a retum to those
qualities of honesty, decency, compassion, and Jove
that characterize the
American ideal. Sophisticated reporters, quickly
jaded, used to wince and
roll their eyes. carter knew
exactly wllat he was doin1.
It was the layin1 on of
hands, the healin1 touch.
111~ issues could walt.
-o. one on the house for
the geatleman from Geor·
gia! He ran a long, exhaust·
ing, relentless campaign a clean campaign, singular·
ly free of the words that
slash, the blows that wound.
He took on the best his
party could thow at him. He

crumbled some of the
toughest cookies in the
media. When he tripped, as
he tripped on the ...ethnic
purity" line, he came nim·
bly to his feet and smoothly

glided on. For a truly
professional performance,
he has earned professional·
acclaim. It may be the last
time, but I cheerfully stand
up to applaud. ·
·
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Ever since Jimmy Carter locked
up the Democratic presidential
nomination five weeks ago, his ef·
forts have been devoted to consolidating his position with the previously dominant liberal wing of the
party. He continued that effort yesterday with the announcement of
Senator Walter Mondale as his vice
presidential nominee;
.
Among the hbe.ral De~ocrats,
the Sen~tor fro'!' Minnesota 1s not a
bad c.ho!ce. Wh1le he ~ generally
voted wxth the pack, his general demeanor has been notably restrained
and moderate. He is a man with
whom you can reason, not one
,spouting canned rhetoric for emotional or demagogic reuoiUI Per·
haps this is the reason ~ was
forced to early cancellation of a
presidential candidacy that failed io
~ir the liberal faithful.

scrutiruzed for what it tells us about
the presidential nominee, for Ml'.
Carter remains an enigma. No one
quite knows what to make of the
evolution from his early anti-Wuhington rhetoric to his embrace of
the Humphrey-HawkiiUI bill, national
health
insurance
and
"counter-cyclical" aid to the cities
and now his choice of a .liberal running mate. Given his early stands
and his increasingly evident political flexibility, it is tempting to
make excuses for him. Succumbing
to this temptation is a mistake.
.
It. may yet be ~t m the gener~
electxon, and poten~ally as a Pres1·
dent,. Mr. Carte~ w11l move back ~
the rxght. That 1s where the. pubhc
has moved, and .~r. Carter. 1~ bo~
s!u'ewd and a~bttious. B?t ~t :s difftcult to predtct a Prestdent s ac·
tions merely on the basis of politi':al
pressures: we would rather pred1ct
His anointment yesterday puts
on the basis of some evidence of
Senator Mondale back on tracks to
real conviction. So it seems to us
the presidency, through any of sevthat it's up to Mr. Carter to do the
ei'Blroutes. Fate aside, he will be in
moving, not for anyone else to im·
political contentien in the future-·
agine it on his behalf.
eight years hence if Mr. Carter wiiUI
The safest rule is simply to take
in November, and four years hence
Mr.
Carter at face value. If he looks
if he ,loses. Thus it is to be hoped
that as the coming campaign devel~ , as if he's becoming a Kennedy-Mc.ops, Senator Mondale's open-mind- Govern Democrat, and if he talks as
edneu will ripen into an apprecia· if he's becoming a Kennedy-McGovtion of the clear public llentiment ern Democrat, and if he acts as if
he's becoming a Kennedy-McGovthat the time is past to stick with
ern Democrat, then we ought to asthe old Washington pack.
sume he's becoming a Kennedy-MeGovern Democrat.
Naturally the choi~ will be
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Now tbat the soft-spoken man · from
e
honesty and decency who is not part af the
South is forma)ly the Democratic Party's Washington establishment, who will tackle the
choice for president, the question nags anew:
federal bureaucracy with . imagination and
Who is Jimmy Carter? After all the convention
vigor, and who will renew the nation's faith
the reams of political coverage, for
and confidence in its-ability to progress.
most people he remains an enigma. Wbat is he
Tbat this strategy, with its emphasis on per·
really like? Wbat will he reaUy do if elected
.§OnalitY and character, has opened the way to
president? strangely, not even close aides are a remarkable success is a tribute to his shrewd
sure.
political instincts. But it is premature to sugThe press, then, bas an especially respongest tbat he has "swept the country." Mr. Carsible ta$k to perform for the. Amertcan people.
ter did well in many states but not by overIt must probe aDd keep probing Mr. Carter's
whe~ popular majortties. In some the secviews, philosophy and qualities and try to strtp
ond man was not far behind, and toward the
the mystery from a man wbo still seems such
laSt of the prtmarles be lost momentum. If the
an unknown quantity. If the former Georgia
Democrats had early on chosen one man to
Governor may be the next leader of the
unite against hUn, he probably would not be
United States, Amertcan voters ought to bave
the candidate today.
Meanwhile the process of image-building has
the fullest poSsible insights into and facts about
him before they go to the polls.
already begun in the media. We see the gentle
·It becomes necessary now to pin him down
father romping playfully with his daughter
on the specific issues and to answer the puz~
Amy. The athlete in shorts strtding alone along
zling questions tbat artse from a reading of the
a sandy ocean beach (a favortte setting of pollDemocratic Party platform, so laden with gen- ticians, it seems), and the hard-working busieralities and compromises. Mr. Carter wants a
nessman at home tending to his peanut enterbalanced budget, for instance. But he aiso faprtse. These are pleasant images but they are
vors guaranteed jobs for all Americans willing only the form not the content of the man.
to work; tax cuts; more federal aid for cities,
This is not to fail to recognize Mr. Carter's
education, transportation; a national health in- obvious strengths - his organizational skill,
surance program; federal subsidies to housing. toughness, keen intelligence. Conceivably he
What will· this cost in terms of spending and could become the most exciting and effective
enlarged government? How is it to be accom- president of recent times, if be is ·all that he
plished?
says be is and that so ~any people hope he is.
It is possible Mr. Carter wiU resist such
But now is the time for sertous, close examprobings. If he gets too specific on the issues, • ination of his character, his record, his proposhe will open bimseH up to specific attacks by ais; above all, of his commitment to the prin·
the Republicans. Rather bas he already in· ciples be so frequently articulates. Nor should
tuitively played to the mood of people more be mind this. With the failure of the Nixon
than to pragmatic ~s per se, a mood which presidency still in memory, •the Amertcan
he senses to be a yearning for a fresh leader of people cannot afford another mistake.
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After the coronation
NEW YORK -They still
don't quite know what hit
them, but the preliminary
response by Democrats
from -all over the country
has beengratifyjng.
The Democrats tend to
recognize· power, and in
Jimmy Carter they came
upon it, and. are ~ettling
down without major demonstrations of resentment.
One reaches for symbols
• ·•. Jimmy Reston's referenc:es to Carter are- now uniformly deferential . . .
Mayor Daley,· whose iron
grip over the Dlinois delegation was not challenged
this year, instructed the
delegation to vote for Carter.
One dissenter said he
would not go along. Daley
replied in characteristic
fashion: "We'll report the
delegation as unanimously,
for Carter without you.''
Mayor Daley has the
same trouble with language
that Sam Goldwyn had. It is
bound to go awry whenever
it is suggested that in order
to constitute a unanimous
· vote, anything else is needed than his own. What is
·significant is that it was
only four years ago that
that kind of thing shocked.
Only four _years ago when
they denied Daley himself a
seat in the delegation.
Now from the Democrats'
point of view, it would appear that they made a good
choice. Carter is presentable. He is a master politician. He has great natural

eugruty, a sense or gravitas
through the chorus-girl
smile.
Only six weeks ago, Gov.
Brown came into New York
for a fund-raiser' and was
introduced to a salon-full of
fashionable people with the
statement! "We all know
that 62 per cent of the
Democrats in this country
m:e anti-Carter.,. Where are
these Democrats now? In
line to pay Carter homage.
It is most definitely Carter's season with the Democrats. He said to them:
"Trust me." It 'isn't at all
plain that they do trust him.
but it is absolutely plain
that they recognize there is
no alternative than to trust
bim~
'
As far as the general public is concerned, one can
only ,hope that behind Carter's ba-ck his fingers are
crossed wh,n he says:
"Trust me·." Nothing personal, but it is a formidable
'American tradition that one
does not place blind trust in
political leaders.
Jefferson's phrase about
the danger of putting trust
in men - better to "bind
down their ·hands in the
chains of the Constitution"
- is a part of our patrimony.
Jimmy Carter is foursquare in favor of the usual
contradictions: husbandry
and plenty, anti-inflation
and pro-public spending, a
reduced military budget
and an imposing military
presence, against busing

and against anything that
would end busing, against
abortjcm and agains,t any
impediment to abortion.
One can only hope that, if
he. should be elected, we
could trust bim to put aside
the ways of po~s. and
·behave like a statesman.
But of course; that's bluesky speculation.
.
I have not seen arty trace
of it, but there is a n:unor
going arQund that Jimmy
Carter iS not a "nice" man.
That he is terrible-tempered, and intolerant of any
division of opinion. I suspect that that is the milk of
bitterness: He has, after
all, defeated a great many
self-confident people.
But it doesn't come iii
exclusively from politicians. Re~ Murphy, the editor of the San Francisco
Examiner, is quoted in
Newsweek: ''As an administrator he was poor. terrible. The truth is he neither
saved, money, jobs, nor
created .efficiency. If politics is the art of the possible. J'unmy Carter won't get
along with anybody in
Washington, 'cause he is a
mean, bani-eyed sort of fellow who tolerates nobody
who opposes him."
I should think that this is
exaggerated. But it also
floats one off into fantasyland. Suppose it were literally true, and Carter arrived in Washington and in
due course fired the 2.8. million federal workers. Would
any President have done
more for his country?
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The Democrats have done it. They~v• will all' other se~ttnen~ of fb(!l, ett(ltorate •
gone and nominated Jimf'l)y Carter tor . that have a rreater atake ln mcome redis·
Prealdent without any real Idea of what. tributlon than In income IP'Owth. But wm
kind Of President he would be. Sure. we; they vqte In ·droves or In dribbles. excited
might find out before November which of by Mr. Carter or suspicious of him and his
those feet be .has planted all over the Ideo· intentions. as at least many black leaders
logical lot are his. But tf the voters con· seem to be'!'
ttnue to find Mr. Carter's generalities less
So far. Mr. Carter appears to have
threatening than the specifics of his oppo-. welded, together. this old Roosevelt coalition
nents. we might have to walt until after the by his sheer lack of «edibility. Conserva·
Inauguration to find out whether he break~ t(ves In the party don't seem to believe
his eggs on the little end or the big end. ~
It's not 80 bad. We're a nation of gam~· ·him when he coml!s on
a ltberat And
biers. and a.-~ long as we have a syl'ltem of the party's liberals nave been peuuadl;ng
government festooned with checks and bat· t.hemselves that he's just play!~ poll~\es
ances. the risks the Democrats take in put· when he comes on like a conservative. f
ttng up a mystery man have much less to
The va.-~t numbers of Democratic con·
do with national survival than with the ru: -servatlves. who chose Richard NiKon over
ture course of the Democratic Party. George McGovern in
watch. Mr.
Whether he'd move a little bit left or a. llt· Carter sign up for McGovernllke tax and
tle blt right, there's nothing to Indicate that spending proposals a Ia Humphrey· Hawk·
a President Carter would do terrible things . Ins, national health l1111l11'1Ulce, Pentagon
to the country. and h.e could always be cutbacks. etc .. but assume h.ls heart Isn't
pitched out In four years if the electorate in It and that he'll find a way to avoid
doesn't like the way he breaks his eggs.
them after lna1o1guration.
The one thing we know for sure. about
·They have every reason to feel this
this mystery man. after all, is that he Is an way. Mr. Carter is al~ays fervid, but he Is
extraordinary politician. which Is a com· perfervid when he announces without
tortlng thought. Not so much because he prodding that he stands foursquare for a
came out of nowhere to crush the cream of balanced budge( and says he believes "in
the. Democratic Party: Fred Harrill, Sar· the free enterprise system With a mini· ·
gent Shriver, Morris Udall, Birch Bayh, mum of JitOverntnent regulation." He ba·
etc .. If not Jerry Brown. But to harmonize ran_BUes a.Jainst "the bloatedbll!'eaucracy,''
the .wildly disparate elementa of the Demo- doesn't he? And he aims to create jobs In
cratic Party-from the rednecks on one the private sector. opposing the Idea of the
hand to the pointy-headed bureaucrats and government being the employer of last re·
limousine liberals on the other-Is palpable· sort. And look. Republtc!\ns. he has repeat·
evidence of f)olltleal leadership even If it edly said he wants to end the double taxing
lasts onlv a week.
of corporate income. a grand idea tlu\t
Watchiaa for Wealmeu
gags the liberal establishment and ·is ap·
plaude'd by Ronald Reagan.
The liberals, though, have so far found
There'a no doubt that If this Georgia
peanut farmer can keep tills coalition doe· a way of ignoring all this. or Winking at it.
lie and composed through early November Remember FOR? He was for a balanced
he will deserve to win the presidency anc budget in his t932 campaign and tumed
will do so. His party is the majority party. around after his election. Jimmy's doing
and as long as It Is united lt is practically the Roosevelt bit. eh? With the budget $110
Impossible for the GOP to win. If they are billion In the red. Mr. Carter promises In·
to retain the White House. the Republicans creased spending for education. health. the
have to tlnd the Issues and arguments that cities. revenue sharing. welfare. housing.
can peel apart the Carter coalition. and as transportation. Social Security; private
dull as this week's convention might ap· seetor jobs for the needy subsidized by the
pear on the television screens. It's being federal taxpayer. and solar energy. When
watched Intently for signs of weakness.· anyone a.,ks Mr. Carter how all this red
Ink adds up to a balanced budget and less
even halrtlne fractures In the coalition.
Will the Southern conservatives stick by government. ·as Lawrence Spivak did ·.on
Carter becaWie he Is a .8outhtirner? WID the Meet The Press last Sunday. Mr. Carter
Northem liberals stay with him because blandly assures us that he has. an
they perceive a bleeding-hearted statist un· "econometric model" fig-tiring It all out.
To the degree the ltberala are still nerv·
der his .oattna of Southern rnodllration?
Will rural Democrats support him because
ous about Mr. Carter's heart of hearts, and
he's one of them and will not, by gosh. fa·
the aWful possiblllty that he may turn out
vor the food consumer over the food pro·
to be a llttle·egg President, there's alW1.18
ducer? Will urban Democrats back him be·
the consolation that Mr. Carter is unden1a·
cause they think he might be willing and
bly an ambitious man of the ftrat order,
able to pry money out of rural America to
who "clearly wants not only to be .. pod
President, but to be remembered u a
relieve the declining cities of the North?
Organized labor will be with him at the
great one, It elected," as Cl1arles Mohr of
top, because lt yearns for a Democratic
The New York Times observed the other
President. and for all his fuzziness. Mr.
day. "That will probably require an activ·
tat, a&'rJ'eiiSive and
lepdauve
Carter has more or less signaled that If La·
bor can get its pet legislation pMseQ.~ tn · ;Progr.,m. ·l!lven It 1be ~ temalne
Congrea. he'll sign it. But will Kr. Meany careful and mid~·the-roed, the. di~}
and hl• friends be able to deliver the railk ' Uon may be leftward." Of courw there
and ftle? And what about all those foils a.re.other views of wfiat COMUtutes ~~'feat,:
who became Carter fans because. unHke Presi<Jent than Kr. ~ohr'a. There are also,.,
Me•r•. Bayb, Udall and Jaelraon, the pea· ,: those ·Who will remember Mr: carter as
nut farmer kept hts distance from Labor great only If he does not have an active,
until he had the nomination sewn up?
agresstve, Innovative, leftward legtslatlve
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ReliiPOD Problem
For a whtle, , the biggest problem the
astern Ubera.ls had with Mr. carter was
ts religion. They were beside themselves
rrytng about his fundamentalist belief In
a Baptist God. But once they began to real·
lze they'd have to take It or leave it, they
worked out rationales to accept lt.
"Anyway," writes Eliot Fremont-Smith tn
!rhe Village Voice, "if he's really beenbom
~ain, he won't have to be palSy·~Y
!with Billy Graham, which-Ill a relief. And
nee William v. Shannon of the Ttmes
lnted out that anyone who quote.s ~In·
old Niebuhr and D,vlan '11lomu cant be
1 bad, the liberals quieted down on
"religiosity," taking Mr. Carter's evangel·
sm With a· grain of salt. If he had managed
quote, say. Norman Mailer tn his accep·
tance speech last night, the lntelltgentsla
might have granted him a plenary tnduig·
ence.
'
In the same way, the party's unilateral
disarmers read between the lines of his
foreign· policy pronouncements and give
Mr. Carter a hopeful.seal of approval. The
Georgian says he never would have used
the Nlxonian bargaining-chip strategy to
get an arms agreement With the Russians.
The liberals, wlio hated the strategy but
loved the agreement, like what Mr. Carter
says. But the Scoop Jackson wing reads
the same Carter speeches and Interviews.
takes heart from his schooling under Adml·
ral Rlckover and his expressed desire to
build up the Navy to counter the Russkles,
plus the fact that Mr.· Carter was not
"right from the start" on Vietnam, and
they too give him a tentative seal of approval. The hardliners simply don't believe
Mr. Carter is as soft as he ,lets on.
As masterfully crafted as it ts, the prob·
lem with this kind of coalition Is that
everyone can't be right, and the more
credible Mr. Carter becomes, the more he
must weaken some element of his unified
support. His support Is truly very broad,
and very shallow, which Is a lot better than
being very narrow and deep, and he'll try
for as long as he can to paper over the in·
temal contradictions of his coalition with
his exquisitely vague rhetoric. But It's a
loQg time between now and November.
Of course his Republican opponent wtll
be trying to pick him apart. The best way,
may not be to charge him with lack of spe·
clficlty, but to take him at his word, and
get Democratic conservatives really be·
lleving be's a liberal and Democratic llber·
ala reall~ believing he's a conservative.
Mr. Carter may be so extraOrdinary a poli·
tJcian that he'll figure a way to finesse this
ktncl of strategy. But if he can't, the Democrats might .find themselves having the
traditional Intramural ideological brawl
. they avoided this week fn New York City
somewhere down the homestretch of the
nresldentlal campaign.
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IN RETROSPECT, the Carter
switch occurred just before the .Michi~
gan primary. Prior to that key conte$t~
he had been Mr. Outside, but then he·
piCked up the establishment endorse-.
• meht of Leonard Woodcock, United
· Auto Workers' president, and also
Detroit establishmentarian Henry
1

For!l that point •. in retrospect, we:
D:se~ ~~
should have known Carter was not
By Jeffrey Hart
. _Til going to rock the multi-billion dollar
'"'",_,_~ '7 ·\J. 1~ 1 establishment boat..
.
Carter's genius is reflected in the
. On the greatest.football team ever fact he is still perceived by the public
f1el~ed by West Pomt, halfback Glenn as a conservative.
·
~av~s'!a~ known as Mr. ~~id~~ while
According to the New York Times·
p~le drlVlng fullback Fehx Doc Blan- CBS poll, perception of Carter as a
cfi~rd t>E:came Mr.
• conservative rose from 10 percent in
Inside. Thts year t~~t
February to 52 percent in April:
·
r.emarkable pohh·
cian Jimmy Carter
GALLUP POLL figures show 52
has played both
percentofCarter'ssupporterssaythey
roles. Running in the
are. on the right of the political
primaries be was Mr.
spectrum, 26 percent on the left, 11
Outside, but now
.percent in the middle. ·
that he has the nomi·
This is surely an extraordinary
nation all but sewed
Hart
• moment in political history, when the
up he is the quintessential Mr. Inside. concrete commitments of the candi-'
.
. date are so at variance with hi.s actual
IN THE PRIM.ARIES
:. .
. , Carter ran a voter support.
On foreign policy, Carter differa cr1t~c of the establishment and of the
Washmgton bu;~aucr~cy. He was a ences wit.h Secretary of. State Henrx
totally unfamthar f1gure a~d he 1Kissinger appear to be merely stylistiC;
~eemed to represent the South, mclud- . though that, in a democratic society,.
mg the Sun Belt.
.
. . may be a worthwhile difference.
As. he rolled on toward the nomma.
tion, Carter gave the inhabitants of the
THUS, AFTER 'Carter read a care-.
1
Cam bridge-New York-Washington ax" fully crafted speech in New York
is some sleepless nights. They now!j before the Foreign Policy Associatio.11~
know he is going to save their bacon. ~· James Reston of the New York Times
With the nomination in his pocket, and the unofficial bishop of the estab-'
Carter is running for president as Mr.: lishment, baptized Carter fm foreign
Inside-the undeviating member oti~policy.
·
the liberal establishment.
. .·
"The important thing about the
This trans.formation makes the.
gov. ernor's (Carter's) .latest speech is•. .
Old Nixon-New Nixon switcheroo, in not that he differed with so many of
which the gut-fighter became a re- Kissinger's policies but agreed with so
strained statesman, look tame . by many of them," wrote Reston.
'
comparison. No wonder Carter wears
On the Panama Canal issue, the
the smile of the Cheshire cat.
~Times editorially breathed a sigh of
·
. .
. ]]relief. Carter's chosen language indi..:
. CARTER, THE f~rmer Outsider, ilcated he would turn it over after all.
now buys every maJOr item on the )!
establishment agef!da. He would feder-il ONCE AGAIN, it looks as if Carter
alize welfare. He would quickly enaef •iis going to do the establishment a
national health insurane'e.
·~similar favor. With all of its key
With some reluctance, presumably .policies in disrepute with the eleceosmetic, he has embraced the Hum- to rate, with the theories that animate
{Jre.y-Hawkt.·ns full-employmenfb.· illlhem on the defensive intellectually,
which is a joke even among liberal ijthe establishment is returning for
, economists.. He advocates pumping ;.another hurrah.
' another $20 billion per year into the ·.~ And it will return John F. Kenne~
~ducation industry..
~dy's speech writer, Ted Sorensen, ·
· That last item has nothing to do ijscheduled to recommend appoint~·:
with education. It is straight pork· 'l. ments to a Carter administration:'·
barrel politics. For another $20 billion . ~yndon Johnson. aide Jose~h Califan.~.;
of the taxpayers' money, Carter-will; lS aboard. Old-time establlShroentart· ,
purchase · the support of this key · an Clark Clifford will organize the ·
interest.
· .
staff system.
Is it actually impossible to get rid of :
.
jthese people?
·

l! ·
196ffl.

Carter's First Mistake
Those who ~ave watched Jimmy
Carter since he was recognized as a
serious 'contender for the Democratic
nomination for president realized that
be was performing gymnastics e:rtraordinaire in avoiding postures which
would antagonize anyone born since
1776.
It was generally conceeded that this
was the surest way to get the nomination.
That is, you appear to be a conservative to conservatives, a liberal to liberals, and a middle-of-the-roader to
middle-of-the-roaders. You try to appear to be pro-labor to union bosses,
·pro-management to business and industry executives and you try to appear to
be dovish to the pro-welfare groups and
hawkish to those concerned about na.tional security.

·Needless to say, Carter has shown
consumate skill, tremendous elusiveness and incredible luck in applying
himself to yes-and-no postures for all
.,a and sundry during the primaries and up
~ to and including most of' the Democratic National Convention.
But with his selection of Sen. Walter
F. (Fritz) Mondale as a running mate,
the pig is out of the poke. The selection
of Mondale confirms concerns conservatives have had in the past several
weeks as Carter added more and· more
identified. liberals to his campaign
staff.
-~ . Carter demonstrated, as Sen. James
~ .B. Allen recently told a Birmingham
tr Area Chamber of Commerce luncheon,
11 that a Democrat must run as a conservative to win the nomination- if one
01 would not split the party as Sen. George
~ McGovern did in 1972- and as a liberal
to win the presidential election; because the liberals are the ones willing to
get out and work.

•a

Carter knows that many .conservative Democrats in times past have

gone along with conservative candi·
dates who turned out to be liberals after
the convention out of a sense of party
loyalty.
But Mondale may be more than
American conservatives - 57 per cent
of the electorate according to recent
polls- can stomach. He may be the
darling of Park Avenue and media
liberals, but his philosophy smacks so
much of state socialism that conservatives shudder at the thought that he
may be only one heart beat away from
the presidency.
Mondale as a running mate almost
guarantees liberal support as well as
liberal enthusiasm for the ticket from
the McGovern bloc which supplies the
zealots who do the real work in a campaign.
As for Mondale himself, there has not
been a major social scheme- however
foolish and expensive- during the past
10 years which he has not endorsed. A
big spender, he believes that govern·
mentis far better disposed to make
good decisions about your money, your
business, your employes and your chil·
dren than you are yourself. All in all,
Mondale stands for all those policies the
voters rejected so resoundingly in 1972..
With a different platform, Mondale
perhaps could be explained away by
Carter as a bow for liberal support. But
the Great Society platform on which
Carter is running and a vow to use his
vice president in key areas of government as vice presidents have never
been used before tells those who have
eyes to see and ears to hear that Carter
will continue the Democratic march toward socialism with enthusiasm.
If the polls are true reflections of
opinion, if 57 per cent of the American
electorate are conservative, then Cart·
er has made his first mistake in naming
Fritz Mondale his running mate.

tftieh~nd
~'News
Leader
0
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The Ca·rter Coup
NEW YORK.

Lyndon Johnson put it this way: "I did
not believe ... that the nation would unite
indefinitely behind any Southerner....
My, experience in office had confirmed
this reaction. I was not thinking just of
the derisive articles about my style, my
clothes, my manner, my accent, and my
family. I was thinking of a more deepseated and far-reaching attitude- a disdain for the South that seems to be woven
into the fabric of national experience ...
a,it automatic reflex, unconscious or
deliberate ...." Johnsonwasawell-known
Southerner, who had tutored at the feet
of Sam Rayburn; LBJ was a definable
commodity, and in hisforegoingobservation he proved to be correct.
, Comes now the Southern stranger to
carry the banner of the Democrat Party.
James Earl Carter is a good ol' Southern
bOy -a naval officer, a non-Washington
non-lawyer, a "twice-born" Christian, a
farmer from a red-clay town with a population only 2 percentthesizeoftheNew
York City police department. Just ten
months ago the Gallup Poll concluded
tbat he was the choiceofbut1 percent of
the Democratic electorate; tonight at the
concluding performance of the Jiminy
Peanut Pop Concert, they will crown him
lord of all.
The Carter coup is an achievement of
no small magnitude. In the primaries,
albeit against a rather motley bunch of
has-beens and would-bes, he collected
nearly50percentofthetota1Democratie
votes cast. As noted by the late professor
. o_,f political science, V. 0. Key, "the prineipal effect of primaries is the killing off
lf candidates." Jimmy Carter killed
them all, and gathered around him the
cloak of inevitability late in the primary
same.
Ordinarily it is difficult to generate
•thusiasm among .the followers of
leers. But the Democrats are vastly bett:l!r at that than the Republicans are vastly better in their sense of public
relations and in their ability to unify, to
settle their differences instead of
parading them. And since the conclusion
of the primaries a month ago, Jimmy the
triumphanthasorchestratedadisplayof.
Democratic unity not seen in four-and-ahalf decades. Those around whom, aad
over whom, the Carter bandwagon has
been. rolling for lo, these past six months,
are firmly aboard that bandwagon now,

It would be wrong to say that the
Democrats of the bandwagon are unlikely allies. Rather, they are the fashioners
of the old Rooseveltian coalition Southerners, the poor, a.nd the bluecollar North. Big Labor seems particularly unhappy with Carter, and with
the Carter methodology: Said United
Auto Workers president Leonard Woodcock, "Frankly, I'd like to go back to the
smoke-filled·room." If this convention is
any guide, however, to a certain degree
the Democrats have abandoned their recent policy of maximum· participationchoosing this time to leave ·,decisionmaking to the bosses, the brokers, and
the operators of the Carter steamroller.
Yet the Democrats, particularly Big
Labor, want a winner; they yearn for the
power and perquisites that derive only
from possession of the White House.
How fitting it is that the fabled coalition
of Franklin Roosevelt, that pre:eminent
New Yorker, should be put back together
in the first Democratic National Convention held here in 52 years.

If Jimmy Carter embodies the
Democratic promise to end eight years of
Republican control of the·White House,
there is something about him and about
his style that touches deep suspicions. He·
comes on as an outlander, yet he stands
firmly in the Democratic mainstream.
His platform gives away his commitment to the philosophy of gOvernment
that has dominated in Washington since
the end of World War II. But in his public statements and appearances he
sedulously has fabricated a deceptively
appealing persona. He understands that
whereas George McGovern emphasized
issues and lost, Roasevelt and John Kennedy asked to be judged less on where
they stood than on who they were- and
won. Above all, Carter is a deft praetitioner of the issue-fuzziness cultivated
by.many politicians. He knows how to
embrace the positives on each side of
an issue, and to orate against the neJatives. He seems to subscribe to Calvin
Coolidge's 1924 observation, "I don't
recall any candidate for President who
ever injured himself very much by not
talking."
But Carter's positions are recorded
well enough, Despite all his antigovernment rhetoric, he is a biggovernment man (while he was governor
of Georgia, state employment increased
5 per~ntper ye~r, ~nd_ the state budget

rose 15 per cent). He has said that· as
President he would spend whatever he
.thinks is desirable and would "take my
chances on inflation." In Boston· this past
February he said he favors, under certain
circumstances, repeal of the federal incometaxdeductionformortgageinterest
payments (now taken by 18 million
Americans). He is for American
withdrawal from South Korea. He is
against abortion and compulsory busing,
but has let it be known he would do
nothing about either.
What's more, he stands for compulsory national health insurance, the
estimated .taxpayer cost of which would
be somewhere between $50 billion and
$100 billion per year. He supports es•
tablishme~t of a consumer protection
agency, creation of public works jobs for
the unemployed, and a guaranteed annual income for everyone. He has endorsed the National Education Association's
demand for increasing from the current
7.8 per cent, to 33.3 per cent, the federal
government's share of funding for public
education (at an estimated taxpayer cost
of about $20 billion per year).lf a President Carter followed those policies, the
nation would return to double-digitinflation with a vengeance.
Jimmy Carter may have been tri·
here last night; he may have
taken the Democrat Party by coup. In
view of his evident success in deflecting
attention from his positions to his personality, he is manifestly asuper-shrewd
politician. But November is some months
away. In the interi~. sufficient numbers
of voters may come to learn what Jerry
Rafshoon, .a media adviser to Carter,
already knows. Asked by The Village
Voice what Carter's failings might be as
President, Rafshoon said: "The failings
might be that a lot of people who voted for
him for their own reasons will be diB8ppointed that he wasn't what they
thought."
umpha~t

If Rafshoon.is right,. Americans who
have lost so much trust in their institutions may lose one day their trust in
a Carter presidency as well- assuming a
tuccessful fall campaign. Then Carter,
like LBJ, would leave the White House a
far less popular man than when he en.;
tered it.
-R.M.

Pe~-lrms, The Can~idate'SContradictio~s
ucm'd 7-6-1.
Consu~P~rot~~~ 'Agen~y

·Some of the political pundits are aj,: .. dent Ford in the campaign (assuming
for tlle
ready conceding the general election to Ford is nominated).
Naders, a Cabinet-level Department of
,,JimmyCarter)
~ ..
At the same time, however, Carter Education, national health insurance
They may qe right, for the simpte eonunues to tatkabout cutting $5 bn- and an ''expansionary <read: in~reason that Carter seems to have a
lion to $7 billion from a (lefense budget flationary) fiscal monetary policy."
tiuuted Democratic ·party behind him which many knowledgeable ·observers
and there -are· a lot more Democrats · think is alreaqy too small.
. . · We cannot conceive of how Carter
~ Re~ublicans.
. ·
·... It is difficult to per.ceive how a Presi- ~ld housebreak what he calls t_he
. ·The~ ts a problem, though, th~t Car- dent carter could take a stronger diplohu~e.. wasteful, unmanage~ble, ~~:
te~ m1ght have to overco~e m the
matic stance in dealing with Moscow ~nsttivt;, .bloated,. burea~c~atic mess
mmds of voters who look beyond party .while simultaneously diminishing the m Washington while prestdmg over the·
labels and like to think abOut ~ings of military strength that makes such di- imJ?lt;mentation of precisely the kind of
more substance than love, smiles, and plomacy credible.
pohctes t!Ult created the mess.
compassion.'
There is no way, unless Carter in-.
· That problem is the resolution of cervoked Divine Intervention, that he
tain contradictions that have become
Another contradiction is in domestic
could put this collection. of New Dealapparent in the Carter approach to gov- policy. .
Great. Society-McGovernist notions
erning.
Carter talks of streamlining the fed- . into effect without spending more bil·
· One contradiction, for· example, i~ to eral government and balancing the
lions of deficit dollars and vastly in.;;
be found in Carter's foreign policy budget.
'
creasing the role that federal p(jwer
specifically, the approach he has said
That's fine, too. It's a plank a conand authority play in our society.
he would use with the Soviet Union.
servative Republican could run on.
We wonder how candidate Carter
At the same time, Carter proposes, · will deal with these and other conHe has said he would get tougher in and is running on a platform that emtradictions. Or whether he will even at·
negotiations, try_ to make detente more braces, ideas that_ Geot;"ge McGovern
tempt to deal with them. Perhaps he
of a two-way street, apply economic could run on. In face, McGovern himwill continue to campaign on the aspreSsure on th~ Russians if that be- self has said so.
sumption that so many voters·are mes·
came necessary to civilize their interCarter's domestic package includes
merized by his personal aura that he
..ational conduct.
,
such tired-out-liberal Big Government
needn't bother to reconcile his conflicting positions.
Fine. That's a. Reagan ish enough ideas as a guaranteed annual income,
1ture to cause problems for Presifederalized welfare, make-work jobs, a
It has worked well for him so far.
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Cilrter ·. Sells ·llinis.elf
But Do~··.·es The··.Jss.ues
'-fla~J?e,

.

. ~Rf~

tou.ul''"

s~c.

. .·

NO dN1t can fault tmmy effie courses o1 acdon ·were subCarter for his·dream· of a better merged in a plethora of
America, a more effective national generalities.
government; and a burning desire .· And the real anomaly of the sitto be tllat President of the United uation lay in his love feast with his
States who brings about those high chosen running mate, Sen .. Walter
·
F. Mondale of Minnesota, and
goals.
.
But so far as disclosing just· other congressi?nall~aders who are
where he· stan~ on the numerous . largel~ responstble for many ~f the
issues facing the nation; Jimmy.. governl!lental excesses of which he
Carter remains ·something of a complat~.
cardboard candidate, stuck some.Amen cans gene~ly .- wh?ther
where in between platitudes and Democrats, Re:pubhcans, ~r mdethe beatitudes. It is an odd posture pendente - wtll agree With Mr.
for a man who has campaigned for .. Carter. that some changes need be
19 months across the length and ma~~ m the conduct and the combreadth of the .land and who ac- position of our government. But
complished the truly remarkable they need to know the nature of
feat. of virtually eliminating his t~ose ~hange~, and whether alterscompetition for the Democrati~ tiOn will truly correct ~r merely ~
nomination before the first ballot grav~te t~e. present madequac1es
was·cast.
·
&:nd mequities.
.
In short, there 1s - .or there
..,erhaps the very fervor ofDetn- should be - a demand that the
oc~ts everywhere to r~ain . the Presidential nominees (Republican
White House accounts . m . large as well as Democratic)' make clear
~easure for. Mr. ~~er's astound- their positions on the matters of
mg succe~ m avo1~mg ha~ stands most concern to Americans. It is
on hard .1ssues. His manifest per- not good enough to dwell on those
son,al appeal, to votem of all ages issues which lend themselves to
and descriptions. across ~11 regional pious preachments while avoiding
h?rders ~ept h1~ to ~ctory after stands on such tough questions as
v1ctory m the pr1manes.
the right of Americans to secure
To his credit, he has been able employment without paying tribto sell America's Democrats ·- or ute -- against their will - to labor
at least those who interest them- unions.
selvef} in the nominating processThere are other such areas
with the idea that the country's af- which cty out for clear and unfairs should be entrusted to his equivocal stands. Would-be leadem
care. In selling that idea, and ii1 who ask the American people to
.selling himself, he h~s · used the follow them should, at. the very
present federal govemm.~nt as his least, clearly indicate the direction
principal whipping boy- promis- in which they are heading. ·
ing to. reduce its size, its inefficien•
And the people should never
cies, and its intrusion into the forget this obvious but often over·
&ffairs. of all Americans.
look~d fact: the more ~attractive,
But just. hn:w he prowses tO go the more pemonable, and the more
about all this .remains something persuasive ~ · leader, the more .es.of a m~tery. Last Thursday night, sential ·it is that his course be
a8 he addressed a responsive and known. Otherwise, his followers.
enthu~i~tic Democratic. national·. may find them.Selves contributing
convention, he came about as c_lose '- thrQugh supporting .·him - to
to articulating defmite positions as the destruction of the very things
he has vet. done. But even so. spe- they hold most dear.
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Moment of Truth Now at Hand:
Real.Carter Must .Stand Up
:For Jimmy Carter this is· a and.· po;titical traps. All the while be
..moment of sweet triumph.
·
must be looking back to see that less
thai).
ardent fellow Democrats, and
It mliSt also be a time of genuine ·
tbere
are many at this moment, are
doubt as full realization of the
him.
still
with
:challenge he faces sinks in. ·
It is no secret tha,t the tQp heavy,
That the former Georgia governor
nominated for· President of the first ballot victory' wenesday night is
United States by the Democratic a misleading indication of party
National Convention Wednesday devotion for its candidate. In a word,
support for Mr. Carter among Demo·~t was no surprise. But the
unexpected is surely in store as Mr. crats is soft. His first task is to create
Carter moves into the bare knuckles spirited backing throughout the ·
slugfest of a one-on-one race with the many-faceted, still badly /split party
beheads.
·
Republican nominee.
A relatively small number of
The real Jimmy Carter is now
Democrats propelled ·the nimble going to have to stand up.
Southerner to his political peak. As a
It is almost as if be were running
result he is still largely an unknown for the nomination all over again in
quantity to the voting masses, Demo- ·the next few weeks, this time trying to
crat and otherwise.
·CQnvince the majority of Democrats
' His superb campaign for the that hardly know him.
nomination was a "thematic" one in
Though his political skill and style
,which he played on broad themes of . is of a high order~ Mr. Carter has yet
voter distrust and aspiration and put to show many Americans that be bas
forward equally imprecise remedies answers to the nation's pressing
for the country's ills.
problems. Though be swooped in out
With a Gerald Ford fighting to of nowhere to ·win ihe Democratic
retain his presidency· or a Ronald nomination for President be has yet
Reagan still clawing his way to that to prove that be .has the stuff to
Qffice, Mr. Carter will be faced with ·~actually be President.
hard issues which cannot be sidestejr
That . is· Mr. Carter's awesome
ped or glossed over. ·
·
·
challenge .on this beady morning
·
He must ~void damaging.miscues after.·

was

A Carter Presidency

w6Ufd sfu~tr~ N~trJn

The style and thrust of a Jimmy carter 'liberties and civil nghts and assure high, al: counsel as governor, William Harper,
.
. · Said. . .
presidency would startle the nation-and ethical standards in government.
1
jolt official Washington-as profoundly as· Carter would seek ~'harmony" and adv- Behind that mastery lie two factorsthe Georgian's meteoric rise from obscur- ance consultation with Congress on new hard work and sheer intelligence.
· ity to capture the Democratic party nomi~ programs-more so, he indicates, than he; All agree thatCarter is an indefatigable
nation.
.
.
•
-did as governor with the Georgia legisla- w~rker. And he does have a first-class
Whether Carter could succeed in fulfill- ture. But if he failed to get cooperation, he: n_und:-probabl~ one of_ the more impresing the bold promises he has made is an would not hesitate to attack Congress and; s~ve m~e~lects m the history of presidenopen question that only four years of his its specialinterest allies, orto appeal over: tial poh tics. He reads avariciously: three
presidency could resolve. We could have a the heads of Congress to the American or four. b~ks a week, he claims, when not
time of sound and fury, signifying very people for support.
~amp~grung. He may be as close to the
little.
.
Political scientist James David Barber Renaissance man" as anyone in AmeriThere can ~e ~o question, however, author of "Presidential Character," sug~ can public-life today_.
· .
about Carter s Immense energy and gests four major tests of a prospective The sheer _complexity of the federal gov. drive-not just to be presidctt, but to use president-a healthy confidence in self,. ernment might make it impossible for
the "bully ~ulpit:" as Theodore Roosevel~ ability to communicate with the public, Carter to m_as~er detail_ and mai_ntain cononce descnbed 1t, to gather support fol'icapacity to negotiate closeup with other' t~ol ash~ dtd m Georgi~. But his motivaand carry out:
politicans and, finally, mastery of the de-< tw~ and mherent capac! ty .to do so could
•Stem-to-stern reorganization of the' tails of his office and public policy.
; easily surpass that of recent presidents.
federal bureaucracy;
On all four counts Carter does well-.
...
... Historic breakthroughs in making gov- Utoygh there are some ambiJruousam=-- ~~ ·
ernment open, responsive and effective;
He does have ·self~conlidence, indeed a' TH~ ~ROCESS by which Carter arrives
•Broad initiatives to meet the needs of rare degree of it. Few who know him at decisiOns on a major issue tells much
the kind of poor and voiceless people, would disagree with the judgment of his.?£. the man. During the "input" stage he
black and white, among whom he spent his close associate and Washington office Is_ extremely o~en and flexible-reading .
soutll Georgia boyhood.
head, psychiatrist Peter Bourne:
wtdel~, calh_ng m experts, discussing atCarter, the record shows, does not make "Carter is secure. He knows who he is, ternatlves With staff or task forces he may
promises lightly. Once committed, he is a what his capabilities are. He has an im- ~ve s~t up. The exact procedure, he says,
tough, persistent fighter. Thus his bid for mense inner security.''
-~~ denved ~o some degree from my sci en~
national power goes well beyond .his imtiftc or_ engmeering background. I like to
mense, and sometimes coldly calculatirig,
...
'-study. f~rst ~II the efforts that have been
personal ambition to an elevated vision of
~ade hi~toncally ... to bring together adwhat a president could do to transform the INDEED, CARTER'S personality! VI~e or tde_as from as _wide or divergent
seems to come close to the model of "ac- pomts of VIew as posstble, to assimilate
'shape of American society.
tive-positive" presidents identified bythem person~ly or with_~ small staff."
...
Barber-men of hig-h self-esteem, invigO: Whe_n ~e time for decision comes, howrated by other people, lovers of bold execJever, It IS usu~lly ma~e by C_artel' alone.
IT MAY BE A grandiosely impractical utive leadership. Barber puts Franklin ~a~ely, Georgia associates said, was a deeffort, destined for shipwreck on the Roosevelt, Harry Truman and John Ken.:ClSIOn th~ashed out "among the boys" in
.
·
· nedy in this mold-as opposed to Richard a col~egtal atl?osphere. Carter _ha_s an
sh~ls of congresstona~ ~nd bureaucratic, Nixon and Lyndon Johnson, for example,amazmg capacity, they say, ~o a~s1milate
resistance, or doomed, m Implementation, whose insecurities and misdirected inner al1 aspects of a com~lex sttuation-iLand
•
1 b ted t bbo
' .
.nen to estaousn pnonttes for ooUi w~·,,...
bYCar ter sown ce e ra s u rnness. dnves brought woe to their presidencies. j· d · ·
dth
.
r~·
In his .attempt to fulfiil . his promises
.
"I
would
b
a
t'
·d
't'
.
ICY
. , ,
e c 1ve.an posttve map- it. ectswn an e strategy to Implement
Carter mtght well spread himself too thm. proach as president " Carter told me "I
. .
.
.
His lack of Washington experience could don't feel ill at eas~ I don't feel afraid of ·tOne: :ectswns were made m Georgta,
1
hamper him. ·
·
the job I think I would be able to admit
too ~ave~ and earth to m~e ~arter
· But Jimmy Carter would certainly
· ·
.
, change hts mmd or compromise m any
spare no effort to be-as he has promised a mistake publicly w_hen one ":as. made. way. Carter agrees that stubborness is one
bl' I nd
ll d t f
. d t 'I. . Carter can talk qwetly and mtimately, of his characteristics· "I've always been
1
f~o ~%~l~si!~~ r~c~~t ~~~~;fe:s~.~~,e.ven to large audi_ences, of values and~- inclined on a matter. of principle or imstrong, independent and aggressive presi- 1100 ~ purpose, With profo~nd effect. It .s · portance not to compromise until it's abdent."
a skill ~could use effectively as pres1- solutely necessary." Critics translate that
If his record as governor and campaign- dent.
into pure in!ransigence. According to
state Sen. Julian Bond: "I have never seen
er is any guide, he would bring to Ute job
rare political acumen and a te~~ity infre- _But on negotiating with other politi- ~~an so rigid ... Carter just won't give
quently seen among elected offtctals.
CI~s. the Carter record is spottier. When1 m.
..
·
He would be strongly goal-oriente~, he makes an effort, as he did to line up:_ T~e ~ure r~t of Carter's stubbornness
committed to bold programs and amb1- some of the power brokers to clinch hiSiis h1s self-confident belief he has the right
tious government planning.
.
. own nomination this spring, he can be briJ~position. :
While_ campaigning against waste a~ li_antly effective. Yet there were occa~ That raises the question of whether a
lethargy in the bureaucracy, he would ftt stons, as governor, when he acted in ~,President Carter might be so stubborn and
the tri!ditional ~old of Democratic .pre~i- hig~h_anded_mann~r which frustrated ne-brittle that he could reach~ impasse of
dents by spendmg more money on SOCial got1at10ns wttb legislators and others. •the sort that Woodrow Wilson faced with
programs. Gov~mment ~ight be better . ~s chief executive of Georgia, CarteJ.the Senate over the League of Nations. His
~rganlzed an~ Its budgetmg procedures eVIdenced _total mastery of his job. "Nciresponse:
·
,
mvolved. But 1t would not be smaller.
' on~ _ever sh~~ up on ~rter with. a propi "I've been through profound changes in
A strong effort could be expected to. csttion reqwrmg executive attention tllataeorgief;government that involved ri
observe constitutional limits, protect civi}f he hadn't thought out already," his gener-:reforrrY,.·education reform, governm~ntsr~

!
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By JIM WRIGIIT
Assistant Editorial Director
FOR THE past few weeks, I've been
enjoying a brief arid undoubtedly tempor~ glo~ as a seer in the office. And
enJOying ~~ the word, because I know
the prest1ge of being departmental
swami won't last.
The
reason?
When the unknown
Jimmy
Carter
came through here
last year, I was impressed. After he
left, I went into
Dick West's office
and said, "That
guy's going to go
somewhere before
he's through."
This was not the
result of any vision-I surely didn't think
he'd go this far this fast. But Carter
looked to me then like something that
hae been inevitable, something events
have been creating a place for during
the last decade. .
You can use whatever tag you like for
this phenomenon that had to be. I call it
"a smooth Wallace."
There's been much talk in recent
months about Carter's success in coming out of nowhere, building a victorious
national campaign from scratch. 'Iltat
assessment is not accurate.

CARTER'S SUCCESS was built on the
ability to take over and improve upon a
movement that was initially recognized
and mobilized by his fellow Southerner,
GeorgeCorley Wallace.
It must have been gall and wormwood
for George Wallace to watch the events
of the past week, to see the key he found
now being used by another to open the
doors to power. He has taken this disappointment with his customary grit. But
he would be less than human if he didn't
wonder what might have been, had there
been no Arthur Bremer lurking in that
crowd four years ago.
Until a couple of years ago, the
brains of the media ·and the academy
liked to dismiss Wallace and his movement as nothing more than redneck racism. The Wallace movement had in fact
been much more than that for a long
time. .
.
To ·be sure, segregation-now-andforever ffrst put Wallace on the national

stage. It also doomed his ch8nces for
making it all the way to the center of
that stage. Wallace's stand in the schoolhouse door didn't keep the young black
woman out of the University of Alabama, but it probably kept him out of
the White House.
But Wallace also had some large
For one, his base was located far
from the hypnotic hum of the
machinery that he was able
hear what the people were saying.
. important, he had the intelligence
listen to their grievances and echo
politically.
What he heard turned · Wallace away ·
the old-timey Bilbo racist road long
ago. Wallace discovered that the avermiddltH:lass American wasn't
at blacks or any particular ethnic
was angry at the upperclass liberal know-it-ails who have made
the average citizen feel like a powerless
outsider in his .own country.
He was angry at those planners and
social engineers and mass media geniuses who saw him and his family as
only so much raw material for the latest
grand design, the most fashionable
scheme for building utopia.

·. SO~ YEARS ago a national maga-

zme auned at the intellectual market

The smooth Wallace would have to
identify himself with the majority of
Americans, white and black, who feel
that they don't count with the brass run~the ~try, but he would have to
avo1d scanng off those who thought Wallace himself was too extreme.
It was interesting to watch some of
those pols who were making tentative
tries at this between 1972 and 1976.
Remember Ted Kennedy's trip to Montgoniery? Somehow, the picture of Ted
Kennedy as a good, old boy outsider patronized by the elitists didn't go over.
But this did:
"~ HAVE been accused of being an
outsider. I plead guilty. Unfortunately?r fortunat~ly, for me-the vast majorIty of Amencans are also outsiders.
"We are not going to get changes by
simply shifting around the same groups
of insiders, the same tired old rhetoric,
the same unkept promises and the same
~visive appeals to one party, one faction, one section of the country, one race
or religion, or one interest group.
"The insiders have had their chances,
and they have not delivered. Their time
hasrunout."
·
That doesn't have the salty, rockemsockem quality of vintage Wallace. But
it is most assuredly the Wallace message. And it was delivered by that
Rickover-trained country gentleman,
Jimmy Carter.

ran an article on Wallace, depicting him
as a crude bully kicking a black. If the
people responsible for that piece had
been listening to his speeches, they'd
We haven't heard much of that sort of
ha~e known that Wallace had long since
talk lately. The man who told us a year,
shifted the direction of his kicks, toward ago he'd beat Wallace head-to-head and
them. Wallace had long since moderated capture much of his constituency is now
~ talk of race and begun hitting "the
·trying to assuage all the groups, from
pomty-heads with briefcases," "the eli- the groups of insiders to the groups of
tists" who "look down their noses at you diehard Wallace folks.
and me."
We haven't seen much recently of the
The Wallace movement was fueled by self-described outsider, championing all
the fury of the "outsiders."
the other outsiders, telling the insiders
Unfortunately for Wallace's political that they have failed and that their time
ambitions, the chances that the Wallace hasrunout.
movement would get to its destination
Some years ago, a fellow governor
behind Wallace never seemed very who's no fan of Carter said, "Unlike a lot
great.
·'
of politicians, he knows who he is and
His past stands on segregation and his Where he wants to go."
abrasive campaigning, both of which
That is exactly the impression the
won him dedicated followers who would swami here got in 1975. Nominee Carter
stand with him to. the bitter end, turned still appears to know who he is and
off many more voters. Even before where he wants to go. But I'm beginning
Bremer did his worst, the scene was set to wonder in the summer of 1976 if he
for someone who could exploit Wallace's remembers where he came from and
pluses, shed some of the minuses. In how he got where he is.
brief, a smooth Wallace.
·

Andrew·Greeley

How
come
. ..· ·. .
..
C\\\c~-&o

:long?

of them it probably isn't. Rather, it's a
WRY JJm IT take so long for the
~eep, unr~ogilized animosity for a reli- .
press to discover Jimmy Carter's "Cat~- ·
gious ·grocp they never liked. ·
.olic" problem?
.
.
1be first signal of this· was an article
And why did Carter choose to ignore
in 19'70 ·by economist John Kenneth. Galthe problem, to write off the 40 per cent
braith in which he virtually read t.,he
of the Democratic Party which is Catho. Catholics and "conservatives" out of the.
lic, and placate the 5 per cent which is
Democratic Party, though not by name;·
"liberal"?
.
they . simply didn't appear in his' list.
Until the week of the Democratic conSince then ·this embarrassment over
vention, only one national paper, the
Catholic ethnics has become more and
Wall Street Journel,: even seemed ,te .
more acut~. Most of tlte media people ·
be aware ·that Carter · was doing little
are liberals and they share the embarbetter than George McGovern did
rassment. There is not ali Agnew-type
among Catholics in the polls, even
~nspiracy. There doesn't have · to be.
though .the Gallup Poll ~d Harris SurIt's shnply an · assumption, usually unvey data every week showed the probspoken, that all right-think!nt; peop.le
·
,
lem.
share.
.
Halfway through the convent i o n
week, the New York Times carried a
PRESUMABLY THE Carter team has
small story on the bottom of one of its
some ·residue of Southen Baptist antipa- ·
inside pages. Only at the end of the
Carter: "Eyetalians"
thy toward Cathplics. At some point
week did the phones of those of us who
they .made a decision that they had to
I
would
submit
that
this
is
odd
behavare supposed to know something about _
c~ry the favor' of the McGovern-type
Catholic voting patterns begin to ring off ior: The press missing ·a major political liberals, probably because they had read
story and a candidate deliberately of- in ·newspapers how important 'these peothe hook.
·
· ·
·
fending one of the largest minority
ple were. · If that meant dumping CathoYOU WOULD have thought that Cath- groups in the country. How come?
lic ethnics, well, the Georgia folk didn't
olics are a tiny minority instead of
I'm not sure of the answer, but I have understand those strange creatures, anycomprising a quarter of the population a theory and the· explanation is someand two-fifths of the Democratic Party.
thing J;Duch less than a conspiracy but how. Besides, they didn't seem to need
On virtually every issue, the candidate something much more than·an accident: them.
It's · a peculiar kind of blindness, one
yielded to the liberals and offended the The . liberals · are &Shamed· of needing
· Catholics--abortiont parocltial schools, Catholic support to win an election. In that has most of its effect because those
quotas for the next convention, choice of 1972 ~Y thought they could replace the influenced by it won't even tall to thema running mate, and atten~ing the urban ethnics with the "new coalition" selves about it. Still, it takes some tal"Eyetalian" [as he called it] caucus.. It of' "the young, .the poor, the . oppressed, ent to overtook 40 per cent of your own
party.
. seemed that .· he not only thought that · an4 the intelligent." . .
..
President Ford and·Eugene McCarthy
· there were ·more liberals than Catholics,
This time they think they can replaee
'but that he actuallf did not want Catho- Catholics with Southern Protestants can . afford to laugh and laugh and
'
lic votes.
whom they like better. This may not be laugh.
Am now be probably won't Jet,tbem.
a conscious or e:iplieit thoUI]lt. JW aost
Unl-1~.,.._

Wells Tw~mbly

The selling
'

of. James
"'m• Earl
- Carter

·the convention

..

_,1..... ··-·

By Wells Twombly
Examiner Columnist
NEW YORK.
From every lamp post, laPf.!l and
elevator landing, the same stylized, toothy grin kept
leering out at pedestrians, trying ·to convince the
citizens of the republic. that the owner of all that
elaborate bridgework was actually a likeable cuss, sort
of their friendly neighborhood peanut broker down the
road.
Even the enforced use of the .man's nickname
seemed computer-contrived, as if to say that what the
nation needed to kick itself out of its great mental
depression was a good old boy with an honest heart and
a ·magnolia-scented mind.
This is the selling of James Earl Carter, an
enigmatic creature who may very well be your next
president, the leader· of· the world's most powerful
democracy, the most influential human10n God's green
footstool. For all his posturing; for all his folksiness, for
all his unrelenting charm. - he is not a warm,
endearing person, this man who will receive the
nomination of the country's .majority political party
this ·week here in Plains-on-the-Hudson.
The coming canonization of the former governor
of Georgia produces very little enthusiasm among
· delegates. They ate resigned to Jimmy Carter's victory
at Madison Square Garden, and they are convinced he
w!li go on to glory in the fall. They sniff a winner and
are quite' willing to put aside their queasy feelings.
What frightens a number of delegates is the precision
with which Carter's organization functions. It is
redolent of Richard Nixon, always .the Democrats'
resident boogie man.

,::I( a.M(II\ """

man .they have met since Ron Zeigler went back to
tours at Jungleland i~ Anaheim. Some suggest that he
has the capacity to be another John Ehrlichman,
power being the intoxicant that it is.
Still, the members of Jimmy Carter's Great
American Election Machine and Associated Kazoo
Band are struggling not to alienate anyone. They are
being so peacefully polite and so honeysuckle hospita. ble that common sense tells you they are up to
something. When somebody wrote that Carter was a
· teetotaling Baptist, an aide immediately pointed out that Jimmy is rather fond of domestic wines, although
not to excess, mercy sakes, good buddy. Mter all, lie
had been seen sampling a jug of Verdicchio along with
his veal piccata at Mama's ethnic joint.
The man does make mistakes, regardless of what
you may have heard. Poor Peter Rodino confessed to
him that, ever since he discovered that the ball wasn't
looking right as he slapped it against the wall in his
Washington athletic club, that he has been suffering
from ap eye disease, glaucoma. Roaino, a strikingly
decent inan, asked that. Good Old Jimmy simply say
that he had dropped out of the running for vice
·
president and not mention the reason.
So Carter blabbed about it at a news conference.
Later on he called the New Jersey congressman and
apologized. This is a pian who wants to'- work with
Congress desperately, as all new presidents profess
they want to do. As a starter he deeply embarrassed
one of the. House's most respected residents. And
wasn't Rodino one of the Democratic heroes of
Watergate? Why, sure he was .. But that was last year's
scandal. This year Democrats are getting caught with
their honey bears on the payroll.
·

"My leader sent me up to Bosion to .hear him
speak," said a man on the staff of Connecticut Gov. Ella
The seat of power in New York City is on the 21st
Grasso, the nation's only female political commander.
"I came back and told her that Jimmy Carter is the sort floor of the Americana Hotel, a position from which
of man who, if it's Tuesday and he says it's Thursday Charles 0. Finley once ·directed ·a World Series team.
... well ... it will be Thursday throughout the land:I The place hasn't changed much in the last few years. ·
don't know what we've got here. This could be another
Franklin. Delano Roosevelt, a:nd it could be a Democrat· This ·fine, middle-aged blond woman liste~s paic Richard Nixon with a Southern exposure. Nobody . tiently to every story and nods sympathetically, but
knows~".
·
·
nobody passes who isn't accredited by atleast four or
That is the great unwritten story of this unusually five major security forces. One guy explained that be
tranquil Democratic clambake. Nobody knows exactly was a sports columnist and wanted to know the
governor's views of rampant jockism. Mter all, the
what they are buying. So the enthusiasm is forced.
opposition consists of a former all-Big Ten center or a
Even as the candidate-expectant takes his equally one-titne broadcaster of Chicago Cub baseball games.
toothy young .daughter and hU? alarmingly pleasant Thetradition of a sporting president dates all the ;way
wife to an Italian dinner at Mama Leone's, newsmen back to George Washington, his racehorses and his
are saying that his campaign manager, Hamilton hunting hounds, .
Jordan tpronounce that 'Jurdon'), is the most charming

From a Ge·o.r.g~ia New.···sln.an,. a C.autious.. Dis. s.ent.--.:
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BY MILLARD GRIME
..s./~ th?tigh it is .n~dy certain Carter.1s home. state spread suspicio~ among th\ peo.ple"tha
.•r.~~
.. .
. . .
, : · . . . w1U favor him come November.
. · ter had hoodw1t1ked tnem:When.cam~
S1~ce the Democratic. Party s. presidential
The first of Carter's p<>Utical setbacks, and ing for the governorship, Carter prese~
fior~nnee has had tl() national government ex- the first concrete .sign that Carter's political
himsclf as a conservative, even . to the J)ofi'll'.;Gf
~nence, the best c~ues to the nature of a strength in Georgia was problematic, had its
appearing to woo Wallace supporters. FOJ'it}f
Jimmy_ Carter PJ;es1de~c~ must be drawn genesis in 1971. That year Carter named At- stance, conservative support· f.or ·cadir
from his record: as Georgta s governor.
Ianta lawyer David Gambrell, who was a mounted when he spoke at a segregated
. . }i'rotjl the record, this much is clear: Carter chieftain in Carter's 1970 BU~/.'Ilatorial cam- academy during the campaign. Once in off~
~as- ,hll-4 ~ politie.ql.. setbacks. Indeed, so ae-.· paign ~nd" IA~,'tl~JUe.st.ate;~mocratic Par-:, 1 ho~ver, Carre,r m~ved toward a more liberal
. riP4S were th~ defeats that they ought to ty chrurman,.. to. fill the tl.S; senate seat .left.. posture: ..He appomted some 100 blacks to
call into question Carter's reputation as a sav- vacant when Richard Russell.di,d. Then, in stat~ offices and, In a gesture fraught with
_vy. politician, The setbacks- also suggest that· 1972, Gambrell ran.for. election tq retain Rus.- · ,symbol~, hung a PGrtrait of ,M4rtin Lutl).er
Carter was wis~ t<l enter 11ati~l· politics sell'~ ~orrner seat, ~ he,~ost-.te:,a virtually · l{ing Jr•. in tlie state capitol rotunda.
, irli'
when he did: HiS days as a Georgia politician unknown state represen~tive. 'Pte emQar.- .. .ThoSe, who know bini. believe. Carter's ~·
were probably numbered.
rassment ,for Carter. was )hat Gambrell, _a a1 sentiments reflect his own mnerf~
• I lived in Alabama during. Carter's four. .· . . ·
·
Nevertheless, it.is clear that many . . .
.
year term as governor, but closely followed
Millard Grimes is preria.entfvt Opelika- felt slightly betrayed by Carter's ~emln&
Georgia politics and heard Carter on several Auburn Publishing Co:, 'Which, ~ pqptrs in ·. flop.
.. .
.·
. ..
.· .. {..d
occasiops speak to Georgia Press Assn. conp~:e ~~0:./f:f,.;r;::~~~~ :J::s--~7:t:J:~
What about Cart.er's record as an et'f~
ventions.
.·
. ·.,· .
adapted. For seven years: Grimes edited the . administrator du~ng .his tenure as &QV~~"~
He was not a governor who became em- Columbus (Ga.) li'll...'irer,·a .va,_.J_immy· Car- ftseemssomewhatnuxed.
.
.. 'l.C:.,
.broiled in great emotional issues, and his'
'~~
""' ·
. Carter has clabried that, if elected ~:
. speeches were usually those of a skilled tech- ter grew up on and conttnues to reqd. ·. . . · ..· ident, he. .would drastic~lly reorga~~
nician, not those of a spellbinding orator like
federal bureaucracy. He cites his reorg~'
G¢orge Wallace or. fonner Georgia Gov. Gene moderate on the race il!sue. ran his campcrlgn tion of Georgia's .government as eVid~ce t:Ha1i
Talmadge.· When Carter left the governor's with Carter backing; and it didhim no goOd;, ~ · · l1e ~ows how to..ef:t.eet
~ BUt.'4fe:
. mansion. in 1974, the postmortem of· most
Another defeat that unmasked Ca~t· · j·ecord speaks dfffe~tljr; Geoi-giaf!t~~~
..Georgians was that Carter had been colorless, weakness occurred· in 1974 when Carter ··.Democratic .governor, GeofSe. ~bee, ,aid.f8t,
but Hard-working, and that his f\lt~ •as a picked Bert Lance as his heir-apparent to the ' cently that ·the state's Department of H~·
Geor. gia.politician was. not t. ha. t.brig)lt. In. fa. c.t. goyernor's .seat he. was. Jhen .vacaUng.· A
ur.ces is.'~one of theworst.m~" ~··WN.t:
. most Georgians in 1974 believed th$t Citt.er<. wealtpy ba,nker, Lance had beenrtran&forrned seen-and this is the very. ctepart.rneJlt.-~;
would· have had real troubie winning reelec- into ~ political figure y.hen Carter made him was the ma.jor centerpiece ot carter's bl~~
tion. to the governQrship if he could have.suc~ the 'state's highway· ~or. !lt~oug~ he
Ya.unte~ ~tate reprg~tion pla.h... , ~·:~ :~
.c.eeded himself (which he epula not ut).der was. a Ca~er protege and far outt;pent his op. '- The beStway. to jUdge a· polittclan js1;
··
~rgia, law). That opinion ~ll prevailS, al;. . porumts .m ~he gover~er's tace, Lance . record. ln tbe. case of presidential no .
.
~-r.·
··emer~m·t.hirdplace,wtthon_ly.·17%.oofthe ~.t,_that. ord.. ~•.~mix_edas.'i. tis .· ·· . ~.
. J' A/
r..(;, · ·:vote. · ..·.
·
· · .' . ·
-but what· there is of it should be ~
£/7 (
"/d"f/ ~ . . MOst · Geprgia political~watch~rs :pin the nized very, ~WlY before the N~
·
. . . , b~ for th~e Carter setbacks pn 4te wide- el~ction••~,:f ~-·'~,;. ' ·
•
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School Desegregtrtion

D

On school desegregation, the platform puts the emphasis where it
should be: not on loose promises to
end busing, but on efforts to encour-

- liS fl is.. T
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Desplte ad the talk of fuzzmess
· of
. 1anguage t o · comand artful use
promise differences, the Democrats
adopted a platform that clearlv dis-

ting11ishes their promist:'s from ·those
tl.l· l(:·p .. :''
":' , ; , :.
The platform, in our view is more
a summary of the Dtmocr~tic programs of recent years than a revelation of anything new that Jimmy
Carter would do m Washington. In
fact, much of this platform already
v.·ould have been enacted except for
White ·House vetoes.
There may be no major provisions
in the platform that Mr. Carter
~ould abandon. But he has emphastzed some promises that reach beyond the platform, if they do not
coptradict it.

,_,;'~"

Cm ter' s Aglmrla
He has stressed gm·ernment reorganization, for efficiency and economy. That is a vague pledae at this
point, but it probably porte~ds major
overhaul ir.. Washington if he is elected, and the platform does not fully
reflect that.
He also has emphasized the need
to abandon much of the federal red
tape that he dealt with as governor
of Georgia, and the need to abolish
unnecessary and cumbersome government regulation - hardly a major
emphasis in past Democratic campafgx1s.
Bt)tlJ Mr. Carter and Sen. Monda!e
tot.ched upon these points in their
acceptance speeches. Both stressed
competent management.
So rhe platform has to be consider~d with this other music in the
:background.

ouage desegregation in other ways.
L/\
J ('"' \
/
while maintaining busing as a "judiU .£fV
f\J1
)
cial tool of last resort." This is a rea, ,
• p t• •
sonable approach; no party should
seek office with wild promises to end
t.AOliOllllC
o rc~
The platform mirrors the Demo- busing no matter what the situation
crats' trad1tional stress upon fighting of a local school system is.
unemployment, a prl0rity that seems
to be placed ahead of fighting infla- .UilitorJ Spending
tion. With the Rt:;Ju!:>licans, this priAnother pl<:,nk that probably will
ority is reversed.
differ substantially from tLe Repubh·
The Democrats, more than the Re- cans' proposals is on n'iiitary spendpu~l'cans, would emphasize coordi- ing. The OC'mocrats p!edge to reduce
nat~on of ~ax, spending and credit the Pentagon budget by ~15 bill:on
pollc.te::;, .wlih h<:av~' e:11phasis upon to $17 b:llion a year, with greater
~eepmg mteres, rates 10W and shift· emphasis upon nuclear deterrence.
mg sume of the tax IJurden up'Nard.
That is a big promise, .:nd it would
In the- past, the Federal Reserve b€' difficult to f~:ifill at a time when
Doard of:er has had 'non~ influence the r.lil!c:::ry bud~t:t. Lke all olhers,
on detcnnin<:~tion of eco~\.lmic polic:r constantly rises with inflation. But
than the Wlutc~ House .Jnd Congrec;s. ~he fat in tha~ hudget is outrageous.
Th!:' 1 )ernocrats want to bring the <md the S!Jiral of mi;ita:·v sn.::ndin'i!
FPt!er ~i Res~;::-ve ur.:Ie:- clos<-:>r co•-,trol ran rw .;;ub<;tan:jally slov:rd. ·
~
d :h0 ad•11'nis1r:1tion a;hl C'mgre,..;s.
The platform is, p1·ir.cipal!y, a
They s!w• :..;. h tve to e;·:pLlin ho·w statt:>rn"'I1t of the s;.;mding DernocrattlJis CP' h: dor;e w~th:.mt m.:-,king tl;e , ic n~cPda rat!ler thai1 an assertion of
Feder.> I .r;.;;;cr·.::: '.ou ff'"POnf'ive Ln 1/C"v\ .;t)j'.:.'c•ives. T;1e candidales runiK;r•t'.'ill
:~ :lt:iPs.
~~:t,g m· !t should have to c;pe!l our
~he Ci..<sts -- a:;d v, here the• n~om·v i',
CP>nmg

·1 he

}Lt•i'orm ,I:J<iines l)lans
(! ;.~\:.

·-

for than 11·;(• pi::.tfo:-.:1

h:.~ ( :'•T•".
;u~ ·-: 1\ .:rei ~'Y

t!F' l.J<•liH;(i'r a;:; -·· i:,.

how to do this without excessive
cost and crippling abuses.
A middle ground is struck on welfare. The platform calls for removal
from the welfare rolls of persons
able to work. It pleases state and
local offtcials by urging that the federal government take over the costs
of the welfare program: a step that
would nelp bail out cities packed
with people on welfare.
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THIS TASTE could lead to heartburn. Jimmy Carter's political campaigns have more unexpected left
, and right turns than the hilltop chase
seenes in a San Francisco whodunit
movie. And he spins a great line
about runningmates, too.
Take the 1970 Georgia gubernatorial campaign. In the beginning,
Jimmy carter was pitching a centrist theme to Civitan and Rotary
clubs.
But then, according to Bill ShipP,
for~er political editor of the Atlanta
Constitution, Carter's polls convinced
him that "the best route to the (GOvernor's) mansion on West Paces Ferry Road was a straight line to the
right· . . • The grim-faced factory
workers who brushed past Carter in
the grey dawns of spring in 1970
found that by the following September, Carter stood for everything they
did, hated everything they did, lived
and worked like they did."
As part of the strategy, Jimmy
Carter. wrapped a fond embrace
around segregationalist conservative

According to the Atlanta Constitution, Carter praised Maddox as "the
essence of the Democratic p'arty. . •
He has compassion for the ordinary
man. I am proud to be on the ticket
with him • • • Despite reports we
have heard there had never been any
differences between us in the primary."
.

.

Now liberal Mondale is apparently
the essence of the Democratic party.
Carter has more essences on tap
than Arpege or Faberge.
Non-Georgians, who have· known
.the man only a few months, must
weigh the political analyses of Georgians who have had longer exposure.
Reg Murphy, liberal ·former editor
of the Atlanta Constitution, says:
". . . he's absolutely ruthless •.• He
will do what it takes to win; he will
change whatever views ·it takes for
him to win:•
CONSERVATIVE Lester Maddox
alleges "He is opposite from the way
he. appears on radio and television. .
He's a sort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde fellow. He's eold, cunning,
cruel and wUI destroy anything or
anyone who stands in his way."

However, Atlanta Congressman
Andrew Yoi.tng and Rev. Martin Luther King Sr,. feel quite differently.
My guess is that Carter's Mondale
embrace, like the earlier Maddox
embr!lce, is largely tactical, a welltimed move to defuse concern on the
left and potential support for Independent presidential candidate Eu·
gene McCarthy.
Of eourse, there's a chance that
Jimmy Carter is a true committed
liberal now about fo stand fully revealed. '!'ben the happy sound knee. jerk liberals are making with their
cartilage castinets will be justified.

More likely, though, Jimmy Cart. er•s beliefs are a strange mix that
will satisfy committed liberals no
more than committed conservatives.
In a recent interview with Newsweek magazine, Atlanta attorney
Charles Kirbo, Carter's most senior
and trusted advisor, admitted "I'm
·qot sure what, politically, he cares
·about."
That's an extraordinary and
frightening thing for a close friend to
admit about a major party presiden. Ual nominee.
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. For th!' past several But when Mr. Carter g~s o~erlhip is social~,
:weeks, while the. Senate has 011 to denounce ..the special " desU'able; viabJe dlurch~ .
.,~ debating t~e tax reviinterests ·,V~ are ~19...~ .~~~to th~ fa~~ of
1110n DiU, the ai~h.as been ble for the, tliiJBracefully _. 'OUI' Q.fe.... . .
•·. ,
.
blue witb denUDCUltions. We (air. tax , JY$tem we nOW: · ~ : ,~, '>,: · .· \ ~
.
'\ave been hearing a ·vast hav,e,'' he•.falls into the.kin4 ; . 'llte:sapte .eoosiderations
, deal abo.ut loo.pholes, shel· · of d.emas~..
. . . we ;OU.ght.·. ~ •PDW:
.... ~.lhese. bumble
ters, special interests, tax, not to~.
.· from,a can.di- ·~
.. !P...·ext.
across the ..
avoiders and the ultra-rich. date who Jriii never ~nUs. a · boan:f:~ t:apiJ.al.gains, depl&
We also have J?een hearing lie.
. · t.
.·
. .. ., · tion .allow'aQQ.eS, loss ·cariy•
about ·widows, orphans,
Who is ,_porisible for the ·lorwvds,;· :accelerated ~.
unmarried persons and the ·chaotic 'tQ: code? For 21 of P~.rt in eve..Y such
._kina man.
.
the 2ast 23 ~·the·~ case, Congress has attem~·
In his p~tiltion to the cratic pii.iijas c~ . . ,ed tp ~a~ national polici~
Democratic Platform Com- bOtli liouses · Of .'1~. tbought to be useful. Do·
mittee, ~o~ee Jimmy l!!!ij. Pii:llii.. .P.ULJ!:-~h polici,e$j)enef~ "the.
Carter said this:
months,~.. .truL.De.moeuts·, ·rich~'? 'I'he "'wer ~ yes,.
< "C)ur na~ tax system
hiYi]ieid:tliilo.I!:JL~l'Ul"' ~\l,t onlY· if one returns to
is a dilarace.. Tbe .inco~e thirds m.a~itu.~~. •":,t.he. ass·u·m. ti()n that the
most certain to be taxed·IS chiiiilifir.: ~ __j!la~·.; governm.,nt • properly
fibat which is· clerived from udfSiiio~~· ot two decade&. sJJo\11~. - take . everytbint
manual .labor. Carefullf cannot
tly be laid ~ generated by· "the rich.. m·
~trived loopholes have ·;
l;li[ii·. thefirstplace. ·
.
FUted a regressive sySt~ ttt.J
.Jl~S ~ W.tlbQr _,. ,;_. ~ the rich do
Wbich ~.the total tax J.F· . ~.and.~l~· Lope.. d ·this ~oney they save
clen shift more and more to. initiii.t:" •: · . ,, . · · tlll:ouP loopho_les and shelothe ·average w'ge- ·--put the J()litical humbug- .te.ra1 'llaey.·bUJ
to tiM ·
Some of our largest. gery to one·si®; these. are :benefit of. auto workers.
~tions with extreme- ·the ramet:men play. Much They give taviJJh parties, tc
ly bjgh profits pay ~ally ,of the criticism of ..the. the ~nefit of bartender.-. '·
Do tax at all. When _a busi.,. present t•x structure- is Tbey build estates,. to the
ness executive can charge founded on. the inchOate benefit ot carpt~nters~.. brick~
!Iff a $SO luncheon on a tax .premise that all personal · laYers and masons. Mostl}
{eturn aacl a truck driver and cOrporate income·.rieht· ·they· inYest .their capital in
f:annot deduct his $1 •.50 ly ·belongs to the federal the toola:, plauts and utili. ..
•andwi~b .- · w,hen oil government. When the.aro~- .. ~that·~ jobs. I neveJ. ::
~panies payless than S ernment lets us have a little · met a rich man who kept IW ·
per CfitDt• on their. earnings back - for example; in mil1ions moldering in amat
while employes of the .deductions for mortgage in- - tress. .. . . ·
.:
compeny pay at least three terest or contributions to
Tax refOrm means polic} ..
times this rate - when the church- this is known reform. Mainly it inVolvet··
many pay no taxes 011 in- .as a"tax: expenditure.'' .
the traQSfer of wealth fron:
comes of more tla8n $100,000
Such familiar deductions private hands to public
- then we need basic tax are "loopholes... These are hands. And put it down as e
.l'l!form. u
provisions.. through which .. fact ot political life:· MaftJ
· the CitizeD Eiscapes the,tu- ·.·~ of the politiCians hoUerina '
,.· '11M! statement, typical of man. 11aese provisions are · for ••reform.. are not 'deepl) ,.
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clays, II a nk:e combination represent' ~c.mscious : aiiCI~- equity, justice and bigt,
"'Il 80ifd atuff and hot ai.-. deliberate declsiOilS by .the prindple~ Tlie1 just want te!' ·
.Our tall: eystea~. is .in truth · ~ in areas of .social get their banda on the '
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end.
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He'd
Be
Aggressively
Apathetic
.
· . r/~11~ . ·· ;.~ td~: tf..u,v.., b/1~· ·

By JIM WRIGHT
~. a ·. requi1ement for holdmg a
a right-to-work law, Carter put the
Assistant Editorial Director
job. Tbese; . called right-to-work laws, emphasis on the statement that he did
SOME MONTHS ago, Jimmy Carter proVide that neither uniOn membership DQt favor doing away with such laws.
told us voters that he woUld never lie to nor Ia~ of it
bar a worker from a
In 1976, when speaking to labor
ua. "If I ever lie to you," he said on the · Job.. ,. . . :
groups he says in so many words he does
TV, "don't vote for me."
~i'e are nOW right-to-work laws in. not favor keeping such laws. At · least
As one voter, I
states, one of which is Teltas. Further- that is the sense of his statement that he
thought that was
· the principle of giving a person would not hesitate to sign a bill that rebasically terrific. A
to ~d a job, whether or not he peals all 20 state laws at a single stroke
tough promise to
to join a imion, is a popular one of his pen.
· live up to, for i a ·
oyer the nation.
To a magazine whose subscribers are
politician, but that
A ~t poU by the Opinion Research mainly business types, candidate Carter
much more imshowed ~ 75 per cent of Ameri- says he would not work for repeal of the
pressive because of
inCluding S6 per cent of the voting laws but neither would he lift a hand to
its difficulty.
mem~rs of union families, favor
stop repeal of the laws.
He has also said,
principle.
We are talking about an issue here
during \he current
It is not, as you can see, ~ trivial issue that millions of Americans have an opina localized one.
·
ion on. The principle involved is one that
campaign, that he
will not be wishyYet it is orie on which Jimmy Carter's is favored by 75 per cent of the country
washy in office. "My attitude toward stand is difficult to figure. Probably be- (and 68 per cent of the Democrats, 79
government is very aggressive," he told cause he doesn't seem to betaking one~
per cent of the independents) yet candiIn the files of the National Right to ·. date Carter says that President Carter
a press conference. "I wouldn't be a
quiescent or a timid president."
Work Committee the.r e is a letter from · would rather· not get involved when
That's not bad, either, as it stands. If the Executive Department of the State organized labor tries once again to wipe
we hire him on, we would expect to see of ~rgia. Dated Jan. 29, 1971, and ad· it off the books.
·
him get after the job.
dressed to Reed Larson, executive viceThat's a "very aggresSive" attitude
But I'm having a little ~ble lately president of that organization, the letter · toWard government?
trying to fit all of the above with what says:
til.•
•"'lnrm~ l.TIIIhwi
the candidate has been saying ana not
"Thank you very much for your letter , ~ ~"'-"" ,!IIW...~ ~~.Wt'
Saying about the right-to-work laws and of Jan. 13 relative to the right-to-work I
Section 14B of the Taft-Hartley law. ·
law. I stated during my campaign.that I
To explain. Back during the New was nOt in favor of doing away with the
Deal, the federal labor laws allowed right-to-work law, and that is a position I
compulsory unionism-that is, an em- still maintain."
·
ploye could be required tojoin a union in
The letter is signed by the then-goverorder to hold a job.
nor, Jimmy Carter.
l~Qwever, the above-named section of
In an interview this spring with ForTaft-Hartley allowed the governments of tune magazine, Carter was asked:
individual states to protect workers'
"And you have said that you would
right to chOose. States could pa$8 ·state · sign the repeal of 14B (penriitting Conlaws that forbade making union Diem- gress to wipe out state right-to-work
laws) but that you would not promote
the repeal?"
Candidate Carter replied:
.
"That's right. And that's the same
position I took as governor. Of course, on
a state level, you don't call it 14B; it's
the right to work. .But yes, that's the
position I'd take."
·
To which at least .one voter must say,
"What position?"
In 1971, as governor of a state baA
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Report
JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
FRIDAY, AUGUST 20, 1976
-

Friday, at a press conference in Plains, Carter criticized Dole's
"reputation as an aggressive campaigner" and compared Dole and other
critical Republicans to Lester Maddox. "I've had a lot of training
for that kind of attack. I've spent four or five years dealing with
Lester Maddox while I was governor and he was lieutenant governor.
He's an expert. I don't know Sen. Dole very well. I have seen
comments about him that indicate he's a very 'aggressive cage rattler."

CT 8/21

- Carter said he was surprised at the President's choice of Dole and
added that Dole would give Ford "a solid base in his own home area,
which he did not have and may still not have."

WP 8/21

- Carter will not respond to any Dole allegations. "Sen. Dole or
Cabinet members, I think, should be answered by my press secretary
or Sen. Mondale. I'm going to try to stay away from that because I
think it's something that the country does not want now."

NYT 8/21

- Regarding the "Nixon-Ford Administration," Carter said, "There is an
almost complete continuity, not in the crimes--! think President Ford
is an honest and decent man--but in the policies. In a completely dormant
way, he simply extended what Nixon has evolved, Nixon being a much more
active and aggressive President, and I think to that extent, President
Ford is responsible for the continuity that exists . . • it's not my
fault that Nixon's unsavory."
-

I think," stated Carter, "there was a commitment in the platform and
in the acceptance speeches last night that the country would continue
to drift, that there would be no initiatives from the White House on
very important matters [such as] welfare reform, tax reform, government reorganization, a comprehensive energy policy, transportation
policies. Because of the absence of leadership from the White House,
the Congress has had to move forward, sometimes in a very fumbling ·
way, and President Ford's major accomplishment has been to veto these
attempts by Congress."

CT 8/21

11

- Carter stated that Ford "might very well spend one debate just debating
against his Republican Platform, because in many ways it criticizes
his Administration." Ford had to "yield on every Reagan proposal on
the platform," Carter added.

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 First Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.

WP 8/21

- Mondale told reporters in Minnesota Friday, that the choice of Dole
completed a Republican ticket that was "outside the mainstream of
American life. They are both very conservative men. I don't think
it speaks for the desires and interests of the American people . . .
While the President delivered his speech well, it has an air of unreality to it." Mondale added that "the real comparisons are not
between August 1974 and now, but between January 1969 and the previous
record of the Democratic Administrations . . . Practically everything in
the economy is worse."
-

Lester Maddox said Friday, Carter "is not for real. I know that he
is just the opposite from what he says." Carter is a "cold, cunning,
cruel person who will destroy anyone that gets in his way."

NYT 8/21

AP 8/21

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1976
-

-

In an interview with C.L. Sulzberger Carter stated, "There can be
no deleterious consequences to keeping the people and Congress informed.
If national security is involved on some special issue and it is therefore inadvisable to publicize details, at least Congress must be kept
advised. After all, our Secretary of State would speak to the world
with a hollow voice if he didn't speak for the people. That is one
of our troubles now. The people don't even know what Kissinqer is
talking about much of the time." Carter added, "I want a Secretary
of State like Marshall or Acheson, a strong spokesman . . . But it is
the President who must be responsible for ultimate decisions. Right
now it isn't clear whether Kissinger or Ford makes the final policy
decisions. I personally think it's Kissinger, not Ford."

NYT 8/22

Carter stressed to Sulzberger that "emphasis would be on discussion
with Congressional leaders of both parties. I would furthermore
favor inclusion of some qualified Republicans in my Cabinet, if I am
elected, or in other positions dealing with international affairs."

NYT 8/22

- Carter will speak at a Town Hall Forum in Los Angeles on Monday,
address the American Legion Convention in Seattle, Washington Tuesday,
campaign in Des Moines Wednesday, and then return to Plains.

NYT 8/22
PI 8/22

- After opening his campaign on Labor Day, Carter has plans to attend a
stock car race in South Carolina and an evening rally in Virginia.

NYT 8/22

- Mondale would "be glad to debate Sen. Dole at any time."

UPI 8/21

- Jody Powell, Carter's press secretary, said, "Not to pussy-foot around,
our support is both harder and more enthusiastic than President Ford's,
according to our latest surveys." Powell said campaign strategists
had designated certain "battleground" states in which they expect the
election to be hotly contested. Although he would not name them,
they began with "California and the West and then running through the
industrial midlands with Ohio and Illinois and Michigan and Indiana
and up into the Northeast with such states as New Jersey and New York
and up into Massachusetts." Powell said the Carter staff has found
"items of interest" in Dole's record that may be cited during the
campaign.

UPI 8/21
PI 8/22

Eugene McCarthy stated in an interview, "I can see why Henry Jackson •
supports Carter--he's just as militant as Henry. And I can see why
George Wallace would support him. He's the closest thing to Georgia
that's left." McCarthy added, "Carter is demagoging on government
efficiency and reorganization . . . I think Carter's attack on detente
as a cover for the Soviet's continuing their world revolution sounds
like Richard Nixon in the 50's . . . Carter is talking about cutting the
fat out of the defense budget. He ought to be talking about cutting
the lean."
- Billy Carter accepted Elmo Zumwalt's invitation to make some campaign
appearances for him. Billy added, "I really know very little about
him. I like his long hair {policy) in the Navy, that's about it .••
I'm not an issue man."

PI 8/22

WP 8/22

SUNDAY, AUGUST 22, 1976
- Carter flew to California Sunday.

AP 8/22

- Carter will launch his campaign on Labor Day~n Warm Springs, Georgia,
a retreat of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Carter will then begin campaigning in the South and Northeast.

WP 8/23

In an interview published in the French weekly L'Express, Carter said
the attitude of West European Communists was a threat to peace. Carter
answered questions from Pierre Salinger, former press secretary to
John Kennedy~ "I don't think it is good to intervene directly or
indirectly in (foreign elections) . . . I hope that the countries of the
Atlantic Community will make the Italians and French understand that
Communists have dual loyalties which most often will tip in favor of
the U.S.S.R. and the East European nations. This is a threat to their
security and to peace." Carter would stress "stable and confident
relations with Europe and Japan" if elected. He does not consider
himself an isolationist~ but he "would never engage the United States
military in the internal affairs of another country unless our O\'tn
security was threatened." Carter also stated that Ford and Nixon
"exploited the word detente like a publicity slogan." Carter ··"would
make it clear that I want a mutual reduction of atomic arms with welldefined limits and carefully controlled, a halt to the growth of the
atomic arsenal. All this with the objective of one day completely
eliminating all nuclear arms."
- Questioned about the Concorde, Carter stated, "I do not favor the use
of supersonic aircraft under foreign flags to the United States, in
as far as the Congress and the U.S. government rejected the SST which
could have been built in the United States." He was opposed to the
SST because of "enormous consumption of energy per passenger, the
enormous cost of the necessary investment and also the risks it contained for the environment . . . If these factors worked against an
American aircraft, I think they should also work against Concorde
and against any foreign plane."

AP 8/22

AP 8/22

Carter considers the killings of two American Army officers in Korea·
"a deliberate murder. I think it would be a very serious mistake for me
as a candidate to take an opposite position from President Ford in a
time of crisis where our own national security might be involved . . .
I think he's making the proper decisions. The murder--and it was
deliberate murder in my opinion--of the two servicemen in unexcusable."

AP 8/22

Former California Governor Ronald Reagan would have added a great
deal of trouble for me in California had he been on the top or in
second place on the ticket," Carter said Sunday. 11 I have been an
underdog in the past, and I generally have come out the top dog."

AP 8/22

Sen. Kennedy met with Carter on Thursday; the Senator agreed to campaign for the Carter-Mondale ticket.

WP 8/23

Mondale will leave for Washington Monday and then begin a nine-state
campaign swing through several Northern states this week.

AP 8/22

The Carter campaign organization is creating an "ethnic desk" to help
in overcoming Carter's weakness among Catholic ethnic groups. It will
be headed by Terry Sunday, a former assistant for the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, and Sister Victoria Mongiardo of the
National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.

WP 8/23

Mary Zon, former director of research for the AFL-CIO's Committee on
Political Education, was appointed the Carter campaign's liason with
labor.

WP 8/23
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Tllf.: HARRIS SUitvEY askrd a cross
section cf 1.494 voters nationwide:
"Let me read you some statements
that have been made about Jimmy
Carter, the Democratic candidate for
President. For each one, tell me if you
CT i/:l3
tend to agree or disagree."
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
MONDAY, AUGUST 23, 1976
-

Carter attended a meeting of the National Democratic Steering Committee
in los Angeles. He then spoke at a Town Hall Forum.

-

Carter handed out voter registration cards at a Mexican-American market.
He then spoke before the Watts labor Community Action Council. After
an interview at the Los Angeles Times. Carter left for a Democratic
fundraiser in San Francisco and an overnight ~top in Seattle where he
will address an American legion Convention.

-

Referring to Ford Administration officials, Carter stated at a Town
Hall Forum, "These leaders are so shortsighted. Doesn't it make more
sense to spend money on milk and education today, to help children get
a fair start in life, than to spend the money on police and courts
and jails 10 years from now, when those children have grown up untrained
for a productive life and turned against a society that treated their
needs with indifference?"

- Carter noted that Ford has vetoed 53 bills passed by Congress in his
two years in the White House. He said Nixon had only 41 in six years.
And to be four times as negative as Mr. Ford's predessor is a remarkable
achievement.· There is something seriously wrong when the members of
Congress, all of whom were elected by the people, repeatedly passed
legislation the country needs, only to have it vetoed by an appointed
President. I believe those men and women in Congress are a great deal
closer to the national mood than Mr. Ford has shown himself to be."
Carter added that Ford has a record of "political insensitivity, of
missed opportunities, of constant conflict with the Congress and of
national neglect."

NYT 8/24

WP 8/24
lAT 8/23

CT 8/24

11

DO you know what the basic Republican anti-inflation policy has been?
Carter asked his audience. "To put people out of work. Cooling down
the economy, they call it, because that sounds nicer. I say to you
that any economic policy that sees virtue in unemployment is morally
and politically and intellectually bankrupt ••. our leaders ignore the
human factor in government . . . they think in terms of statistic and
economic theories instead of in terms of real human need."
11

CT 8/24
WP 8/24

11
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CT 8/24

- Regarding the Republican National Convention, Carter said the speeches
represented 11 the same old tired rhetoric about Socialism and reckless
spending 11 that the GOP has been using since New Deal days ... I don't
think the American people are much impressed by that kind of rlietoric.n
-

As a governor," Carter told his audience, 11 I have been on the receiving
end of our federal programs. Members of Congress may see the new programs 6n the drawing board or hear about their theories, but governors
and local and state officials deal with the realities ... Carter said his
experience has involved wrestling with the .. unnecessary regulations and
the paperwork and red tape and the overlapping jurisdiction" of federal
bureaucracy.
11

WP 8/24

lt

seems almost inevitable," Carter stated, 11 that if political leaders
stay in power too long and ride in limousines too long and eat expensive
meals in private clubs too long they are going to become cut off from
the lives and concerns of ordinary Americans.~~ Carter arrived for the
Town Hall Forum in a limousine.
11

-

CT 8/24

- The Democratic Party began a $1 million voter registration drive Monday; it is aimed at about 14 million blacks and Spanish-speaking
Americans. Carter told the Democratic Steering Committee "this is the
kind.of project that's good for our country, good for the Democratic
Party. It's not an accident that when we register people who are not
now registered, quite often we h~lp our own party more than the Republican Party. u

PI 8/24

NYT 8/24

!

- Carter said ~hat this year many voters were looking for new leaders
who had no ha:nd in the mistakes of the past in Washington. This is
suggested not only by my own campaign, but by the success that Gov.
Ronald Reagan achieved in the Republican Party, and by the success that
Gov. Jerry Brown achieved in several of the Democratic primaries.
For however else we may differ, Governors Brown and Reagan and I have
in common the fact that we are all outsiders as far as Washington is
concerned and committed to major changes in our nation's government if
elected ...
11

We don't want divisions to arise between black people, Spanish-speaking
people, white people, and between different ethnic groups." Carter is
depending on the Committee to "help us keep the Democratic Party
bound together ...

UPI 8/23

11

-

AP 8/23

- The televised debates between Carter and Ford may be illegal under the
new campaign law. Attorneys for the Federal Election Commission have
begun to study the issue. The first debate, as planned by the league
of Women Voters, is tentatively planned for September 28, with two more
to follow in the weeks of October 11 and 25. The week of October 18
is the proposed date for the Mondale- Dole debate.

NYT 8/24

- Terry Sunday, Carter's newly appointed director of Catholic affairs,
does not 11 See a confrontation on this abortion issue between Carter 11
and the church's hierarchy but rather "a dialogue between them and other
leaders of the Catholic community. 11

AP 8/23
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JIMMY CARTER NEWS SUMMARY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1976
- Carter shook hands with factory workers before dawn at the Boeing Aircraft
plant in Seattle, and then had breakfast with hopeful Democratic leaders.
After holding a news conference, Carter spoke to American Legion members.

NYT 8/25

- Carter will speak at a fund-raising dinner for the Voter Education Project Monday in Atlanta.

NYT 8/25

•

- Carter said that he would like to speak to the legionnaires about the
single hardest decision" he had made during his campaign. "Many of
them [Vietnam veterans] thought .it was a bad war, but they went anyway.
A lot of them came back with scarred minds or bodies or with missing
limbs. Fifty thousand didn•t come back at all. [They are the] nation•s
greate-st unsung heroes. I could never equate what they have done with
those who left this country to avoid the draft. But I think it is time
for the damage, hatred, and divisiveness of the Vietnam War to be over.
I do not favor a blanket amnesty, but for those who violated Selective
Service laws, I intend to grant a blanket pardon. Amnesty means that what
.you did is right. A pardon means that what you did--that right or wrong-is forgiven. So pardon yes, amnesty no ... Carter later told reporters,
"I don•t think the person who pardoned Mr. Nixon--I think it was President
Ford--specified that Nixon was guilty or not guilty ...
BALT. S. 8/25
UPI 8/24
11

- Carter accused Ford of having a 11 dismal record 11 regarding the interests
of Vietnam veterans, a record of "vetoes and passive resistance •••
Despite the mandates of the law, many federal departments and agencies
have few disabled veterans or Vietnam veterans suggested within them.
It took the Labor Department 18 months to establish administrative
guidelines to issue the hiring of veterans ••. The record of placement
in private-sector jobs and training has been no better. ••

BALT. S. 8/25
WP 8/25

- Carter described the country•s treatment of the Vietnam veterans as
11
nothing less than an American tragedy, .. adding that it was part of the
bitter legacy of an unpopular war. I do not seek a blind or uncritical
patriotism. Obviously a government's policies must be deserving of public
support. But in recent years, disagreement with our country's policies
too often became rejection of our nation itself. There is a great need
for the next President to do everything in his power, by work and deed,
to restore .national pride and patriotism in our country--and if I am
elected, that is what I intend to do.
11

11
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WP 8/25

- Carter told the legionnaires, "Our defense must come not only from our
fighting forces but from our people's trust in their leaders. Only then
can we, in Theodore Roosevelt's phrase, 'speak softly but carry a big
stick' ••• The very words 'national security' have fallen into disrepute.
because they have been misused by political leaders to hide a multitude
of sins, and because they have been used to justify inefficiency and
waste in our defense establishment ...
-

"We must bind up our wound. We simply cannot afford to let them fester
any longer," Carter said. "The world is too dangerous. We cannot remain
distracted from what must be our overriding aim. Attention must turn
to. rebuilding the military, economic, and spiritual foundations of a
peaceful world order ...

NTJ' 8/25
PI 8/25

AP 8/24

- At a news conference, Carter said he would consider revival of the
draft "if that was the only alternative to protect our country adequately,
then certainly I would do that, and I think I would have the unanimous
support of the members of Congress and everyone else, but I don't anticipate that would be necessary ...

CT 8/25

- Carter added, "We must frankly and constantly·assess the effectiveness of
our present voluntary recruitment program. As unemployment drops and
civilian jobs become more plentiful, it will be much more difficult to
maintain our present strength. 11 .

CT 8/25

-

-

Carter was asked by reporters about a U.S. Civil Rights Commission report.
"I personally think children of both races are served better in an inte~rated school.
I think it's unfortunate that we still have than many
{4 out of 10} of our black students in completely black schools ...

UPI 8/24

In an interview with C.L. Sulzberger, Carter stated, "No administration
can completely adopt the platform drawn up by its party. After all, I
didn't control the Democratic Platform Committee. I cannot blindly
accept all of it. Many things depend on how the world develops. 11

NYT 8/25

- Sulzberger asked if Carter would remove our diplomatic representation
abroad from the U.S. political spoils system. "If I am elected, you can
depend on that •.• only a small percentage of our ambassadors were
trained, competent people. I am and have been disgusted by this .••
That will terminate."
-

"There is a growing commitment among United States black leaders to
strengthen bilateral relations with black African countries," Carter
told Sulzberger. 11 It is obvious we must improve relations with virtually
all developing nations. We must heal bad relationships that now exi~t
and, bilaterally, seek out our corrmon goals.

NYT 8/25

In an interview with the Los Angeles Times, Carter stated, "I have not
wedded myself to the Kennedy-Carman [national health insurance] bill.
I have my own--my ethic would be to minimize government responsibilities
as long as I could guarantee an equitable quality of health care for our
people throughout the country. If it took extra money, I would try to
provide it through increased tax revenues or from some other mechanism.
I think that the net increase in cost of health care would be relatively
minor ••• less than $10 billion."

LAT 8/24

11

-

NYT 8/25

- Carter also said, "The Humphrey-Hawkins bill has been drastically amended
in the last two or three months. So far as I know, everyone of those
amendments has brought it closer and closer into conformance with my
own philosophy. I favor first of all that jobs be provided in the private
sector, and not the government sector . . • I also think that we had in
the Humphrey-Hawkins bill, as it was originally formed, an unwarranted
constraint on unemployment . . • What has been done now is to set a goal
at the end of four years to have 3% adult unemployment ••. I think it
is a reasonable goal to establish ...

LAT 8/24

- Regarding divestiture of the oil industry, Carter stated, I wouldn't put
divestiture as my first goal. There are two areas of oil company invest~
ment that concern me. One is horizontal investment in the coal industry
antl in uranium and geothermal areas and the other one is at the wholesale
and retail level .•• Unless I can provide adequate competition through
other mechanisms, I would stay with divestiture."

LAT 8/24

.,

11

.. "I don't doubt that the Congress needs a lot of prayer," Carter stated

at a news conference. But Carter believes in 11 a complete separation of
church and state. I would not have as public a worship as has been
exercised by recent residents. I would join a nearby Baptist Church
and worship there in a quiet and unobtrusive '-lay each Sunday ...

- "I u·nderstand President Ford is seeking someone who understands my own
demeanor and mannerisms-in speaking so he can practice," Carter stated
Tuesday. He added that Ford was· a 1awyer, a veteran of years in Congress,
and a "superb debater. 11 But at a press conference later in the day,
Carter said he may have been "exaggerating. President Ford's tota.l
absence of leadership capability" will come across in the debates,
Carter said.· He added that he would not be .. reticent and timid."
11

11

- Representatives of Ford and Carter are due to meet with league of Women
Voters officials on Thursday to discuss the proposed debates.
- Mondale attended a fund-raiser in Maryland for Representative Sarbanes's
Senate campaign.
- Mondale has begun a nine-day, nine-state campaign swing. Wednesday he
will meet with Mayor Daley in Chicago and then speak in New York City
Thursday. Other stops include Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, back to Illinois,
Ohio, Oregon, California, Nevada, and Colorado.
-

AP 8/24

In an interview Tuesday, Mondale stated, .. If we have Mr. Carter, we'll
have full employment and the rest will follow."

- The Opinion Research Corporation conducted a telephone survey of 1,005
adults; 46% of the voters would choose Carter, 37% would vote for Ford.
In the South, Carter received 45% and Ford 32% with 23% "undecided."
Carter held 41% in the Midwest with 40% for Ford and 19% "undecided ...
- The Chairman of the American Independent Party said Maddox's candidacy
"would certainly cut in on Carter in the South. It would be possible for
him to win three Southern states--Missippi, Louisiana, and Tennessee."

UPI 8/24
CT 8/25
NYT 8/25
SALT. S. 8/25

AP 8/25
AP 8/25

NYT 8/25

CT 8/25
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- Beginning with a rally Tuesday evening, Carter spent 18 hours in Iowa.
After the rally, Carter spoke to 500 11 members of.the United Auto
Workers:
11
ln a way you're responsible for me, he told his audience, 11 because if
it hadn't been for Iowa, I wouldn't be the nomnnee. So when I make a
you, you can't
mistake you kind of share it with me. And if I disappoint
blame me too much because you're responsible for me. 11
- On Wednesday, Carter addressed a crowd of 7,500 at the Iowa State Fair.
He later returned to Plains to spend the weekend with his family.
-

-

-

WP 8/26
BALT. S. 8/26

"If I am elected," Carter told his audience at the Iowa State Fair,
"we will make sure that our (CRO) support prices are,at least equal
to the cost of production. That will not guarantee a;profit--no real
farmer wants that--but it will give the determined farmer a chance to
stay in business. • . 11
"The result of this Republican foreign policy is the farmers are going
broke trying to produce food that the American consumers cannot afford
to buy. It's not my idea pf a fair shake when the government promotes
foreign sales and then cuts them off for political convenience. Four
embargoes in the last three years is a record of unparalleled incompetence and we farmers have really paid the price and we'll still pay the
price and that's not fair . • . It's not my idea of a fair shake for the
farmers to sell clean grain, and then to see chaff and dirt and rubble
added to a shipment and have crooked inspectors approve it for shipment
overseas ••. It's not my idea of a fair shake when inside spPr.ulators
with special connections in the Agriculture Department make windfall
profits on grain deals while the producer himself has probably already
sold his crop at a loss. That's happened, it's not going to happen
anymore.

PI 8/26

CBS NEWS 8/25
WP 8/26

Carter would "take agricultural leadership in Washington out of the
hands of the corporate interests and the grain speculators" and "close
the revolving door that exists between the Agriculture Department and
the large special interests ...

Dwight D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310

first Street Southeast. Washington. D.C. 20003.

WP 8/26

-

"Everytime Nixon, Ford, and Butz have imposed a new export embargo
it has caused permanent damage to our export market," Carter told his
audience. He cited a 11 wall that separates the producers of food and
fiber from other consumers •.• a wall that has been built by Gerald
Ford, Earl Butz, and his Department of Agriculture."

ABC NEWS 8/25
WP 8/26

Carter added, Gerald Ford vetoes the idea of a fair, honest, and independent inspection and we still don't have-honest inspection of
American grain. 11
11

WP 8/26

l'm not here to guarantee fanners a profit. I never have met a fanner
he or she had to be guaranteed a profit. But I am here
to tell you that for a determined farm family that's willing to work,
I'm going to give you a chance to stay in business.
11

-

tha~insisted

ABC NEWS 8/25

11

- Carter called for a Stable, healthy export market." He said the new
export embargo caused "permanent damage to foreign markets for fann
products." Carter added, "I've decided to go ahead and run my campaign,
to go to the White House, to stop farm embargoes once and for all."
11

- Mondale's first stop in his campaign swing was to visit Mayor Daley of
Chicago. Mondale then campaigned in Harrisburg, Pa. before flying to
New York. While in Chicago, Mondale met with 15 executives of Chicago
ethnic publications. On Thursday Mondale will campaign in New York,
Wisconsin on Friday, then Illinois, Ohio, and California.

ABC NEWS 8/25

PI 8/26
NBC NEWS 8/26

-

.. Mayor Daley called Mondale "one of the outstanding
$tatesmen of our
time." Mondale, in turn, described Daley as 11 0ne of the truly great
mayors of our time. 11
• ••
-

-

-

PI 8/26

Regarding Ford's refusal to receive Alexander Solzhenitsyn at the
White House, Mondale said, "I've read all of Solzhenitsyn's books. I
don't agree with all of his recommendations, but he should be respected
as an unusually gifted witness to totalitarianism and greeted and received as a symbol of freedon."

PI 8/26

I don't think the Catholic vote or the Protestant vote is going to be
directed by the clergy," Mondale stated. 11 1 have great respect for
Cardinal Cody but there are far more important questions for the
citizens of America than abortion ...

NYT 8/26

"Central to to the concern of any Carter Administration will be the
whole question of how governmental policies, economic policies affect
the life of the average American family ••• Basically what we want to do,
is make a change in the way the government operates, make it efficient . • .
concerned with the life of the average American.~~

NYT 8/26

- Regarding full-employment, Mondale stated, "It's not radical, it's not
revolutionary, we've done it before, it's American--that's what we're
talking about. And that Ford and that Dole ticket are out of the main
stream of American life, that is a very Republican ticket and America
cannot afford a very Republican ticket anymore ...

NBC NEWS 8/25
, ,..

J ~

.. -

The Republican administration and the Republican vice presidential
nominee," Monda 1e added, "have both had c1 ear and consistent records
of ignoring the problems which citizens living in our cities face.
They have helped engineer now two very severe recessions over the last
eight years and11 as we meet today nearly 8% of the American work force
is unemp 1oyed.

ABC NEWS 8/26

- "They said in their platform they want less government, less spending, •
and less inflation," Mondale said, but let's, as Al Smith said, 'Let's
look at the record.' After 8 years of inept leadership and mismanagement, they have given us more government,
more spending, more inflation,
and record unemployment as well. 11

ABC NEWS 8/26

- Mondale stated, "There is no housing policy at all in America, they have
dismantled it. There isn't a housing recession, there's a housing
depression ...

ABC NEWS 8/25

11

-

11

- According to the most recent Gallup Poll, Fordhas cut Carter's early
August lead of 23 points to 10. Carter receiv~d 49% of the electorate
compared with 39% for Ford; the poll was based on personal interviews
with 1,016 registered voters.
-

In an interview, Jack Anderson stated regarding Carter, "I'm beginning
to get the impression that there's more than just a smile; that there's
a mean streak beneath the surface amiability. For another thing, there's
a hardness underneath that engaging sincerity .•• He tends to fuzz and
blur the issues • . . He's already got a 'Palace Guard' before he's got
the Palace. 11
1

'

I

NYT 8/26

ABC NEWS 8/26
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-

Carter, at a news conference in Plains, stated that his comments on embargoes may have been 11 too strong ... Anybody in his right mind would not rob
our people of food ... You have to keep any statement within the bounds of
rational it~ ... Obviously there are some circumstances where if we had a
complete failure of our grain, soybeans or wheat, we would have to restrict
our imports ... Carter denied being 11 fuzzy 11 on the issue, adding that embargoes-would be used only in a catastrophe of almost unimaginable degree ...
Carter would not have imposed any of the four recent grain embargoes; 11 The
measurement of emergency as exhibited by the Nixon and Ford decisions was
much more lenient than my own ...

NYT 8/27
BAL T. S. 8/27

I have never anticipated an easy time, .. Carter told newsmen regarding
the fall campaign and the latest Gallup Poll. He attributed the narrowed
gap to 11 the general euphoria that always sets into a nation as they observe
the conclusion of any harmonious convention...
SALT. S. 8/27
11

-

-

-

After meeting in New York City with the American Jewish Committee and the
New York Society of Security Analysts, Mondale spoke with Governor Carey,
. Lieutenant Governor Krupsak and Mayor Beame.

NYT 8/27

Mondale told the Jewish leaders that both political parties should be
absolutely clear and unquestioned in their support of Israel so that
adversaries could see this is not a political position but an American
position ...

NYT 8/27

The Carter administration 11 Will not turn our backs .. on New York, Mondale
told his audience. 11 If any city had received as many poor people as New
York City, they would be broke today. 11

NYT 8/27

Mondale told the security analysts, the free entet'f!>rise system must also
be a human system. 11 When you make a plea on behalf of the private sector,
I hope that you will couple it with undersi:andi.lg and compassion for those
who cannot share in its fullness. This Administration and too often some
of the leadership of the business community would ignore that responsibility ...

NYT 8/27
WSJ 8/27

Speaking at the Bankers' Club, Mondale stated the Republicans were responsible for 11 the most virulent inflation in the last quarter century ... Carter·
and Mondale were 11 detennined to restrain inflation .. and pledged to 11 pursue 11
tax reform along with 11 Strong anti trust enforcement and regula tory refonn
to encourage old-fashioned competition ...

NYT 8/27
WSJ 8/27

11

-

-

-

11

11

The record shows that the business community has nothing to fear and a
lot to gain from1he election of a Democratic President in November, ..
Mondale told the security analysts. Carter would provide the .. presidential
Dwight 0. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 first Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.

leadership to avoid unnecessary and unproductive wage-price spirals. We don't
want a controlled economy." Mr. Carter 11 is sensitive to the needs of the
WSJ 8/27
business environment.
11

- Mondale said the Carter-Mondale tax proposals would "be constructed with
concern for continuing the strength of our capital markets, for
strengthening the role of the individual investor, and for improving the
debt-equity ratio. They will reflect our commitment - the overwhelming
commitment of our people - to the private sector.

WSJ 8/27

- Regarding Ford's pardon of Nixon, Mondale states, "They were excused from
acts of lawlessness committed at the highest level of government. There
is nothing more sacred in this country than the notion that if you're big
-,
enough, and powerful enough and rich enough, there's a different law that
CBS NEWS 8/26
applies to you than to everyone else.
11

-

"The President possesses all the trappings and authority in that White
House and that's a tough, tough thing to stand up against," Mondal e told
the press.

- The Baltimore Sun reported that Carter has intervened in an attempt
to block Senate confirmation of many of the appointments of Ford and.
the regulatory agencies. Carter was said to have reinforced the view
to the Democratic chairmen of the Senate committees that it would be
improper to allow Ford to .. pack" pivotal agencies in what may be flis last
months in office.
- Golda Meir denied comparing Carter with Hitler or saying she was afraid
of his' religion. "I have met Mr. Carter twice," Mrs. Meir said. "I
was impressed by his personality. We had an inspiring talk and I am
convinced that he will give no credence to the fabrications attributed
to me."

CBS NEWS 8/26

BAL T. S. 8/27

UPI 8/26

- .Lester Maddox in an interview discussed Carter: "If you don't go with
Jimmy, you don't. go." "I recognize him today as a power-mad sort of an
individual ... ! believe he will crush or destroy anything or anybody that
gets in his path ... He S real tough and he's mean .•• Jimmy Carter will take
over Congress •.. If he's elected he'll become our last President and our
first dictator ..• ! think he's the biggest fake that I've ever known in my
life." Maddox has been serving a "Jimmy Carter sandwich" in his restaurant;
nrt had a little peanut butter and a whole lot of baloney in it, Maddox
added.
ABC NEWS 8/28
1

11

-·

..
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- Carter relaxed at his home in Plains.
campaign director.

He met with Ben Brown, his deputy

PI 8/28

- On August 23, Carter sent telegrams to Democratic leaders in the 16
states that have not ratified the Equal Rights Amendment. "I am committed
to equality between men and women in every area of government and in every
aspect of life," the statement said and Carter asked for 11 your political support
and leadership for the various state and local women•s rights groups.''
PI 8/28
- During an interview at the Los AnTeles Times Monday, Carter said, "I would
have no objection to Proposition 4 being passed. On Wednesday, Carter
called a spQkesman for the Council of California Growers after receiving
a message saying that a fight against passage of the initiative was being
planned and they would like a clarification of Carterls remarks. Carter
reportedly told the spokesman, "I think it•s not a fair conclusion to say
that I support Proposition 14, because I•m not that familiar with it. 11
11

-

In an interview with C.L. Sulzberger, Carter stated: 11 If I am elected,
things will change. We will shift more to our large coal resources. We
will work hard to improve conservation. We will develop new sources,
especially solar energy. And finally, atomic energy uses will be expanded-although I shall emphasize coal and conservation...

LAT 8/27

NYT 8/28

- "For us to accept that the United States should plan a limited nuclear
war would be a serious mistake," Carter told Sulzberger. The Russians
have drawn a distinction between tactical and strategic war. They have
always gone all-out in their planning on the first. But the Russians
make the distinction that they would exclude direct attacks by us on the
Soviet Union in such a conflict ••• I hope we can limit and gradually
reduce our dependence on nuclear weapons and eventually that these can
be completely eliminated everywhere.

NYT 8/28

.. Carter added, We have hundreds of treaties and executive agreements.
All such overseas commitments should be reassessed. Those found obsolescent should be eliminated. Of course, we must continue to support major
commitments: to aid Israel, to support NATO, to support Japan. Yet there
must be continual reassessments. Maybe we can reduce our forces abroad •.•
reductions must be mutually arranged so that the Soviet side also reduces . • .
Also, I would'like to pare our approximately 2,000 bases overseas. I would
like to be able to withdraw our troops from Korea in two or three years •••
Yet I hope we will continue to maintain air support for South Korea afterward."

NYT 8/28

11

11

11
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- Mondale met with auto workers at a Chrysler factory in Syracuse. He also
toured the Crouse-Hinds electronic equipment plant before speaking at a
breakfast for 1,200 Democrats. After campaigning for 16 hours in New York,
Milwaukee, and northern Wisconsin and speaking to the Senior Action Coalition,
he met with students at the University of Wisonsin in Eau Claire. Mondale
later spoke at a reception for Wisconsin Representatives Obey and Baldus.
- At the Democratic breakfast, Mondale said, 11 The Ford-Dole team adds up
to the most anti-city ticket to seek election to the office of the Presidency
and Vice Presidency since 1964. Citing Ford's opposition to various
programs, Mondale added, Now, you might think anyone seeking office with
a record like this would at least pick a running mate who provided some
off-setting concern. But the Dole record, if anything, is worse.

PI 8/29
AP 8/27

11

11

11

:.

\.

UPI 8/27

- While campaigning in Wisconsin, Mondale told the crowds, We're at our
best when we love each other; we're at our best when we care for each
other. He stated earlier in New York, America is proud of work. To
work is American. To have Americans out of work is un-American. We
can't afford it."

AP 8/27

- Mondale told his audience that Carter would not veto legislation designed
to increase mile price supports as Ford had. "Because those vetoes were
not overridden, many families have left dairying. When we get in power,
one of the first things we're going to do is introduce that 85 percent
minimum dairy price support."

PI 8/29

- A complaint was filed with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
in Atlanta by a woman who spent eight months as a volunteer for the Carter
campaign organization. Marie Brookter charged that she was denied a fulltime job as a traveling press aide with Carter's .staff because of her
race and sex. She said blacks are absent from Carter's traveling press
staff. Carter's press secretary, Jody Powell, said, "I'm not knocking
her, but I would not have hired her under any circumstances. The problem
in this particular case, with this particular person, has nothing to do
with race or sex ...

WP 8/28

- According to an August 15 payroll report, average monthly salaries for
Carter's staff were $983.55 for non-whites, $1,239.53 for male staff
members and $874.08 for women. Carter had 31 non-whites--about 28 of
them black. The staff numbered 217 persons, 107 of them women.

WP 8/28

11

11

11

SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 1976
- Carter spent the weekend in Plains.
- Mondale attended a rally for Representative Abner Mikva in Morton Grove,
Illinois and an American Federation of Federal, State, County, and
Municipal Employees local picnic.
- "If Communist leaders do obtain major roles in allied governments, it
need not necessarily be a catastrophe, from our viewpoint, although it
would undoubtedly be a source of major concern," Carter told C.L. Sulzberger. "Nevertheless, the United States shouldn't withdraw its support
from such a country in such an event; that would only impel it toward
the Soviet Union.
11
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- At the rally Mondale stated, 11 Mr. Ford said he plans to campaign on jobs,
on accelerating home ownership, on providing health care that's affordable,
on improving aid to education, and on cutting down crime. He must
have a spy in his office--maybe Segrettis' back in town--because that's
a list of his failures, not his accomplishments •.• If Mr. Ford can get
away with this list of issues and be elected on it, which is his list
of failures, then I'm going to call the dictator in Uganda, Mr. Amin, and
tell him to start giving speeches on airport safety. I'm going to call
Vasser Arafat and tell him to give us a speech on a secured, permanent
state of Ireael. 11
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- The Americans for Democratic Action voted to Support and work vigorously"
for-the election of the Democratic ticket. The endorsement stated that
Carter "wi 11 pro vi de 1eadersh i p in the effort to achi eve economic, raci a1
and social justice." Senator McGovern presented the statement.
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 29, 1976
-Carter attended services in Plains.

Later in the day he played softball.

BALT. S. 8/30

- On Mandala Carter will meet with Jewish leaders in Atlanta. After a staff
meeting and a physical, Carter will speak to the Voter Education Program.
In Washington, D.C. on Tuesday, Carter will speak with Democratic Chairpersons and then meet with members of United Transportation. A speech
will be given to the AFL-CIO followed by a discussion with Catholic
Bishops. Carter is scheduled to speak to the United Board of Rabbis in
New York City, Tuesday afternoon, along with the Italian Coalition. In
the evening, Carter will attend a Democratic National Committee Fundraiser.
- Jody Powell immediately attacked Ford's speech in Yellowstone National
Park stating, 11 A well-staged showcase visit is no substitute for the
badly needed substance of good management and a timely action to preserve
our national heritage . . . The belated campaign promise of additional funds
comes in the face of two years of administration opposition to both increased matching funds for state and local park programs and desperately
needed operational funds for the Park Service. It can only be seen as an
attempt to cover up eight years of Republican mismanagement of our nation's
park system.
BALT. S. 8/30
- Travis Britt walked 900 miles from Maryland to Georgia to meet Jimmy Carter.
"I wanted to see the charisma in your face," Britt told Carter. Carter
in return said, "I will try never to disappoint you. I am really proud
of you and heartily appreciate it.
BALT. S. 8/30
11
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MONDAY, AUGUST 30, 1976
- Carter began his day with a haircut in Atlanta and then spoke to Jewish
supporters. He later addressed the Voter Education Project before flying
to Washington.
-

WP 8/31

In Washington Tuesday, Carter will meet with state Democratic chairmen,
the AFL-CIO general board, the head of the United Transportation Union,
Senator Kennedy, and the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.

WP 8/31

- Carter again asserted that he would not answer any "personal attacks
by Republicans and said that any attacks are going to backfire on them."
Senator Mondale would answer such criticism, Carter added.
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"There are going to be a lot of other revelations in the future coming
out of Congress or from the campaign to provide a true picture of what
we are suffering from, Carter told Jewish leaders. Carter said that
he reserved the right .. to point out the failures of this administration
and the 1ack of 1eadershi p.

BALT. S. 8/31

- Carter addressed campaign volunteers outside the Carter-Monda1e headquarters in Atlanta. He warned that it would be a mistake to underestimate "the aura of the White House in the campaign. "It's not going
to be easy • . . Don't forget this: Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter are both
running for President for the first time. Carter added that Ford listed
the issues for his fall campaign between golf games" and that "there
was no mention of leadership. There was no mention of trust in government. There was no mention of embarrassment or shame . . . of lowered
expectations of government reorganization •.• of proper management . . .
of tax reform . . . of welfare reform . • . of the cities . • . of inflation.
of basic human rights . . • of secrecy and stripping it away. These are
the kind of issues that are important to the American people, but they
were not mentioned by our President as important enough to the American
people during this campaign.

BALT. S. 8/31
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"Well, we have a long way to go together," Carter told the volunteers.
"I think we will be successful but we are going to have to approach
every voter one at a time."

SALT. S. 8/31

Dwight' D. Eisenhower Republican Center: 310 First Street Southeast, Washington, D.C. 20003.

- Regarding the Senate report of Medicaid losses, Carter said, "When the
Senate was investigating the management of Medicaid, where was the
President, where were the officials in the executive branch who are
supposed to administer the program? I don't know. Sitting in the
White House perhaps, timid, fearful, afraid to lead, afraid to manage.
That's something they're going to have to answer for ••• special interests
in the delivery of health care have gotten rich and the people have
suffered."

WP 8/31

- Carter criticized the abuses by the nation's intelligence agencies.
Carter said they have "tended· to snuff out individual human rights.
It has been a devastating blow to the American consciousness to realize
that our government, of which we are so proud, in its two major law
enforcement agencies has deliberately and habitually violated the law. 11
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- Mondale addressed the Commonwealth Club of California in San Francisco.
"Despite supplying arms to both sides, we could not prevent the IndoPakistan War nor the conflict in Cyprus,~~ Mondale told his audience.
"I believe there should be a presumption against arms sales which should
be overcome only if the sale advances American security, foreign policy
or world peace. I would much prefer to see food and peaceful goods,
not guns at the heart of U.S. foreign policy •.• America yearns for a
foreign policy that reflects our ideal--freedom, democracy and peace.
It is not only what these sales do to other countries, it is what they
do to us. 11

WP 8/31

- As a first step, Mondale called for the control of arms
transfers"
to be placed: "at the front rank of the world's agenda 11 with perhaps a
special sesslion of the United Nations Disarmament Commission "to begin
to raise the world's consciousness on the need for action. 11 Mondale
also proposed 11 a program of arms standardization 11 that permits all the
major arms producing countries in the alliances to have a fair share
of our common defense market. ••

NYT 8/31

- Mondale, regarding possible further agreement on strategic arms to
follow up the Vladivostok talks, said that he felt the negotiations
were a 11 first step toward more effective limitations on reductions."
But Mondale was "worried that a last-minute effort to clinch a deal
for the election will not properly protect our security interests •••
Even a good agreement in Vladivostok will not put much of a dent in
the arms race. u

NYT 8/31
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"America was once proud to call itself the arsenal of democracy. But
the Nixon and Ford Administrations have tried to turn us into just an
arsenal. If we are not careful, we will be just an arsenal, 11 Mondale
added.

NYT 8/31

- A Carter-Mondale Administration would propose a "two-track'' approach
to arms control. This would mean stressing reducing stockpiles of
strategic nuclear arms, and trying to "gain control over the introduction of new, destabilizing and needless technological developments."
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- Mondale will meet with Governor Brown in Sacramento on Tuesday and
continue on to Los Angeles.
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In an interview on the "Today" program on NBC, Carter said that a
tentative agreement had been reached with Republican representatives
to hold three 75-minute debates beginning about the third week in
September. Carter favors an unstructured format" to give the voters
a better opportunity to decide how much I know compared to what he
knc:ws and what our general opinions are.
11
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